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          Molecular recognition is a major branch of modern organic chemistry, and it 
resides at the forefront of supramolecular chemistry.  Supramolecular chemistry refers to 
the study of the noncovalent intermolecular interaction that are crucial for biological 
processes, catalytic systems, the organization of crystalline or solution phase 
superstructures, and molecular recognition to name a few examples.  The following 
dissertation reports research efforts from the Anslyn group into three topics of 
fundamental interest to the molecular recognition community: cooperativity, array 
 
vii 
sensing, and the development of highly selective sensors for minimally functionalized 
analytes.  Chapter 1 is a review of the most fundamental points of molecular recognition 
as it applies to the experimental work that follows. 
          Intermolecular association phenomena are driven by multiple discrete, noncovalent 
interactions, and cooperativity is a measure of the efficiency with which these 
interactions are employed in a given system.  Cooperativity is poorly understood despite 
its ubiquity in biological and molecular recognition contexts.  The first synthetic host-
guest system exhibiting positive cooperativity in water is reported in Chapter 2. 
          The utility of sensitive but unselective sensors when applied in an array format has 
recently come to light.  Chapter 3 details an array of polyaromatic fluorophores dissolved 
in an aqueous surfactant solution that was used to sense nitrated explosives.  This 
exceptionally unselective quenching process was able to detect and discriminate nitrated 
explosives such as RDX and TNT at concentrations as low as 19 µM. 
          Finally, Chapters 4 and 5 report different approaches to the sensing of enantiomeric 
excess in α-chiral alcohols using an indicator displacement paradigm.  Chapter 4 explores 
unprecedented efforts to convert the Sharpless catalytic epoxidation system to the first 
TiIV-based molecular recognition system.  Chapter 5 focuses upon a two-stage approach 
of derivatization of the α-chiral alcohol to a metal chelating ligand followed by 
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Chapter 1. Molecular Recognition: An Overview 
 
1.1 Introduction 
          Chemistry is called the central science because of its position between physics and 
biology.  Within chemistry, supramolecular chemistry lies toward the biological end of 
the discipline.  Making molecules is the art/science of synthetic chemistry, while the 
study of weak interactions that assemble molecules is known as supramolecular 
chemistry.  At some point, as the complexities of supramolecular systems grow, life 
results and the biologists take over.1,2 
          Within supramolecular chemistry lies molecular recognition.  Molecular 
recognition is the organizing force behind supramolecular chemistry that enables the 
construction of its most complex structures.  Any instance of preference in intermolecular 
interactions can be explored in terms of molecular recognition.  The scale of this notion 
can be demonstrated using DNA.  The preference of a strand of DNA base pairs for its 
complementary strand is the result of the preference of single base pairs, for example, 
cytosine for guanine.  Cytosine prefers binding to guanine over adenine for reasons of 
shape and electrostatic complementarity, but the double helix formation is largely driven 





























Figure 1.1 Scales of molecular recognition. The formation of the DNA double helix can 
be considered as a molecular recognition event at different scales, and is driven by a 




          Myriad processes drive molecular recognition, both specific and non-specific, and 
the purpose of Chapter 1 is to provide an overview of what is known about these 
processes.  The scope of this chapter has been dictated by the studies that follow it, each 
of which begins with a review of the theory and literature more specific to that study.  
 
1.2 The Lock and Key Principle 
          The dominant paradigm of molecular recognition has been the lock-and-key 
principle (Figure 1.2).  Emil Fischer first deployed this metaphor to explain the substrate 
specificity of enzymes, and the clarity of the visual argument it presents has led to its 
ubiquity in explaining the principles that drive specificity in molecular recognition.3  The 
lock-and-key principle is probably also responsible for the tendency of researchers to 
define molecular recognition phenomena in terms of hosts and guests: a large host 
molecule having a concave binding site envelopes a smaller guest molecule that has 
peripheral binding functional groups.4,5  The lock-and-key concept is simple.  The 
alignment of complementary functional groups between a host and a guest dictates the 
quality of their association.  In the case of extremely specific hosts such as enzymes and 
antibodies, the binding process has been tuned to bind a single molecule to near complete 
exclusion of others.  Most synthetic hosts display some degree of cross reactivity and are 
therefore selective but not specific.  If two guests are in solution, the guest that can 
engage the various binding events of the host with the best fit will bind more strongly, 
but in the absence of competitive binders both guests might associate.   
 
 
Figure 1.2 Lock and key.  The lock and key paradigm asserts that host-guest affinity is 





           Inherent in the lock-and-key paradigm is the concept of preorganization.  The 
various binding events that drive host-guest assembly, such as metal-coordination, ion-
pairing, and hydrogen bonding are directional, and are most effective when employed at 
precise angles and distances (Scheme 1.1).6,7,8  Molecular preorganization of host and 
guest binding sites to maximize the quality of each binding event will inevitably improve 
the total affinity of the host for the guest.  The term pre-organized is used to emphasize 
that functional group positioning has been set prior to binding, in the synthesis of the host 
(Figure 1.3).9  Preorganization provides two conspicuous benefits in selective binding. 
First, the entropic cost of arranging the various binding events of the host around the 
guest has been paid in the synthesis of the host.  This advantage improves the Gibbs free 
energy of the binding event.  Second, the enforcement of binding group location by the 
covalent structure of the host discourages rearrangement of the host to accommodate 
other binding partners.  This improves the selectivity of the binding event.  
Preorganization is intimately related to the topic of cooperativity, which is covered 





























1.1 1.2  
Scheme 1.1 A nice fit.  Barbitol, 1.2, binds to host 1.1 strongly in chloroform.  The 
arrangement of host hydrogen bond donors and acceptors is highly complementary to 
appropriate sites on the guest.  The cyclization of the host restricts conformations of the 
unbound host, so that the structural enforcement of guest binding does not exact as large 



















Figure 1.3 The importance of preorganization.  The binding of Li+ and Na+ by the 
hemispherand 1.3 releases almost four times as much Gibbs free energy as the binding of 
the same cations by the less preorganized open chain host 1.4. 
 
1.3 Fundamental Intermolecular Interactions 
          The organization of binding events is essential to their effectiveness, but the nature 
of the binding event itself constitutes the driving force of an interaction.  For example, 
hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) are strong enough to effect host-guest binding only when 
numerous H-bonds are used in concert (See Figure 1.3), while only a single metal-ligand 
coordination is sometimes sufficient to join two species in solution.  In this section, the 




          Most of the binding events in solution are driven by Coulombic forces i.e. the 
alignment of electrostatics.  Regions of opposite charge will attract and align, while like 
charges will repel each other and will be positioned accordingly.  Electrostatic 
interactions vary in intensity, from the abutment of fully charged species in an ion-pair or 
salt bridge (Figure 1.4A), to the van der Waals forces that describe the attractive 
component of the transient polarization of adjacent electron clouds (Figure 1.4F).  Every 




interaction of some strength  (Figure 1.4).10,11  Ion-dipole interactions are at the heart of 














Figure 1.4 Basic electrostatic interactions.  (A.) ion-ion, (B.) ion-dipole, (C.) ion-
induced dipole, (D.) dipole-dipole, (E.) dipole-induced dipole, (F.) induced dipole-
induced dipole. 
 
1.3.1.1 Crown ethers and cryptands 
          The first crown ether was synthesized serendipitously by Charles Pederson 
(Scheme 1.2).  Pederson’s synthetic target was the diphenolic ether 1.5 which was 
intended to serve as a chelating vanadyl (VO) ligand, but he was intrigued by a minor 
side product that had a bizarre propensity to dissolve in aqueous sodium hydroxide 
despite the absence of an acidic proton.  Upon determining the structure of 1.6 Pederson 
claims to have immediately realized that the “sodium ion had fallen into the hole in the 
center of the molecule and was held there by the electrostatic attraction between its 
positive charge and the negative dipolar charge on the six oxygens.”12  Although 
transition metal chelating species were well known, the ability of crown ethers to bind the 
alkali metals set them apart13 and hinted at the importance of the principles of 
complementarity and preorganization that would be articulated thereafter. 
          Other researchers, most notably Lehn and Cram, built upon Pederson’s work.  
Lehn expanded crown ethers to bicycles to create cages for cations that he called 
cryptands (Figure 1.5).14  Cram also expanded polyethers to create rigid, highly ordered 





































Scheme 1.2 Pederson’s crown ether.  In attempting to synthesize 1.5, Charles Pederson 
inadvertently generated 1.6 as a side product.  He was intrigued by the sodium binding 
properties of 1.6, that are the result of the highly organized arrangement of the negative 










Figure 1.5 A cryptand.  Compound 1.7, developed by Lehn, binds alkali-earth cations 
(group IIA) preferentially to the alkali (group IA).   
 
1.3.1.2 Ion-pairing 
          Ion-pairs or salt bridges have been used extensively as binding events in molecular 
receptors.  An interesting example from the Lehn group converts a transition metal 
binding octaaza-cryptand to a host for anions simply by protonating the amines of the 
parent metal host (Figure 1.6).  The same structural features of preorganization are 




fluoride in Figure 1.6 is directionally associating with the hydrogens of the ammonia 



















Figure 1.6 Octaaza-cryptand.  By having ammoniums instead of amines, cryptand 1.8 is 
capable of binding anions.  It is selective for fluoride based upon the size of its cavity.  
 
1.3.1.3 Hydrogen bonding 
          Hydrogen bonding refers generally to any attractive interaction in which the 
participants share a hydrogen.  Usually the hydrogen is covalently attached to one 
participant and ionically associated to the other.17  Innumerable examples of hydrogen 
bonding exist in biological and synthetic molecular recognition events (see Figure 1.1 
and  ).  Hydrogen bonding also imparts structure to water, and water’s propensity to 
donate and accept hydrogen bonds tends to disrupt host-guest hydrogen bonds in bulk 
aqueous solution.  For this reason, hydrogen-bonding interactions tend to become more 
important in low dielectric fields, such as the hydrophobic depths of a folded protein, or 
in the solid state.18   
 
1.3.1.4 π-bonding 
          The final topic on electrostatics in molecular recognition, π-bonding, deals not only 
with dipoles but also with quadrapoles (Figure 1.7).  In general, the quadrupole of an 
aromatic molecule is positive in the center and negative in the vicinity of the π-cloud 
above and below the ring.  Accordingly, favorable interactions between aromatic rings 
tend to occur in an edge-to-face or slip stacked manner.  The π-cloud has also been 




is the face-to-face stacking of alternating electron-rich and electron-poor aromatic 
systems.  The nature of the aromatic dipole is inverted by substituting electron 
withdrawing groups around the ring, the net result being a quadrapole moment that is 
positive at the faces of the ring and negative in the plane.  Well-ordered systems have 
been designed that capitalize upon alternating electron demand between aromatic faces in 






















































cation-! polar-!  
Figure 1.7 π-bonding phenomena.  π-bonding phenomena are electrostatic interactions 






























Figure 1.8 Order imparted through π-stacking.  Oligomers of electron deficient (blue) 
and electron rich (red) aromatics associate in water.  The Gibbs free energy of the 
association becomes more favorable as a function of oligomer length.  A diagram of the 




1.3.2 Metal coordination 
          Metal coordination is one of the strongest intermolecular interactions.  To use a 
metal-ligand interaction to drive host-guest assembly, the key is to make the host-ligand a 
stronger binder of the metal in question so that the metal reveals unsaturated coordination 
sites to the incoming guest, but is not stripped by the guest from the host.  The 
incorporation of metal ions into a host also has startling structural implications.22  In 
Scheme 1.3, a host for phosphate developed by the Anslyn group has an incorporated CuII 





















































1.11 1.12  
Scheme 1.3 Installing a metal-coordination binding site.  The addition of Cu2+ to ligand 
1.11 organizes the guanidinum groups to form a tetrahedral binding cavity for inorganic 
phosphate.  One guanidinium in the structure on the right has been omitted for clarity. 
 
The Fabbrizzi group has published extensively on metal-containing host compounds.23  
One example from their group takes the structure modifying nature of metals one step 
further by incorporating a translocation event that can activate or deactivate the host 
































1.13 1.13'  
Scheme 1.4 pH-dependent host activity.  Compound 1.13 is non-functional as an 
imidazole host, however, at low pH the amide groups become protonated and the Cu2+ 
ions translocate to afford host 1.13’ which is an effective imidazole host because of open 
coordination sites on the two copper ions.  
 
1.3.3 Reversible covalent bonds 
          Although they are not a part of supramolecular chemistry as defined by Lehn,1 
covalent bonds having high kinetic lability or reversibility have regularly been 
incorporated into host molecules.  The most commonly exploited reversibly covalent 
transition has been the binding of boronic acids to dioxygen functionalities such as 
catechols, diols, and α-hydroxycarboxylic acids (Scheme 1.5).  Boronic acids have 
proven especially useful for binding to saccharides and other polyhydroxylated natural 
products.  James and Shinkai have been especially active in this area.25 Scheme 1.6 
shows a fluorescent receptor from the James group that is selective for D-glucosamine 
hydrochloride.26  The Anslyn group has also reported a number of boronic acid based 

















































Scheme 1.6 A sensor employing reversible covalent bonding.  D-glucosamine 
hydrochloride was shown to bind the boronic acid/azacrownether 1.15 in 33% ethanol in 
water at pH 7.18. 
 
1.3.4 Solvent effects 
          Solvation is integral to molecular recognition.  Most binding events are orders of 
magnitude more pronounced in the gas phase than in solution because there is no 
competition from solvent.  Solvation and molecular recognition are highly analogous 
processes, and for molecular recognition to occur in solution it must be more 
energetically favorable for the host and guest to be solvated as a complex than to exist 
independently in solution.  
          The role of solvent is one of the most challenging facets of molecular recognition 
and is still not completely understood.  Solvent effects are of two types: those that 
promote binding and those that disrupt it.  Both types of effect are most pronounced in 
water.  The role of water in molecular recognition is reviewed more extensively in 
Chapter 2.  
 
1.3.4.1 The hydrophobic effect 
          The hydrophobic effect is the tendency of non-polar molecules to aggregate in 
water.  When a small amount of specificity is imparted to this aggregation by shape 
complementarity or by the presence of one of the previously discussed binding 
interactions, then molecular recognition is at work.  The hydrophobic effect is believed to 
be entropically driven for small solutes and enthalpically driven for large ones.28  A 




network, and are therefore enthalpically unfavorable to dissolve.  Smaller solutes, on the 
other hand, can exist without reducing the number of hydrogen bonds to each water 
molecule, but restrict the orientations available to water in maintaining this network.  
Such restriction is entropically unfavorable and therefore the aggregation of smaller 
solutes is entropically driven. 
          The binding of the cyclodextrin macrocycles to organics in water is an example of 
a strong binding event that is predominantly driven by the hydrophobic effect.11  A 
specific example of a system that shows strong binding that is driven almost exclusively 











Figure 1.9 A host for pyrene.  Host 1.16 is a water-soluble macrocycle that binds pyrene 
in almost exclusive via the hydrophobic effect. 
 
1.3.4.2 Competition from solvent 
          In the case of binding events with a polar component such as ion-pairing, 
hydrogen-bonding and even metal coordination, water and other polar solvents are almost 
always a detriment.  The binding moieties are stabilized by interactions with the solvent 
and the energetic benefits of association dwindle rapidly when going from polar to non-
















Figure 1.10 Sensitivity to solvent.  Complex X.A is stable in deuterated chloroform but 
dissociates in the presence of DMSO. 
 
1.4 Optical Sensors from Supramolecular Systems 
          The term host has been used to describe the larger of two binding partners in 
molecular recognition.  In non-natural systems it is also true that the host tends to be the 
synthetic partner and was often designed and synthesized with a certain target guest. If 
that guest is an analyte of interest then it is ideal if the binding of the host can report the 
presence and concentration of the analyte.  A host molecule that is fitted with such a 
signaling mechanism is called a sensor.31   
          The modes of binding guests that a host may have were reviewed in the preceding 
sections.  This section focuses on the signaling motifs that have been employed to 
develop sensors using supramolecular chemistry.  Signaling strategies can employ 
covalently attached signaling units, or they can rely upon the displacement of a non-
covalently bound, or reversibly covalently bound indicator using a technique known as 
indicator displacement analysis.  A signaling unit is defined as any functionality that can 
effect a spectrophotometric signal change (UV-Visible absorbance, fluorescence or 
circular dichroism) upon binding an analyte. 




1.4.1 Covalently attached signaling moieties 
          The general strategy for developing sensors with covalently attached signaling 
units is straightforward (Figure 1.11).  A binding site that is known or expected to bind 
with the analyte of interest is covalently bound to a signaling element via a linking unit.  
The importance of the linker is to emphasize that the binding site and signaling unit must 
be able to serve in their respective capacities without interfering with each other.   
 
 
Figure 1.11 Covalent sensor design. The binding site is attached to the signaling unit by 
a linker.  (A.) In the absence of analyte, the host is silent.  (B.) The analyte is 
complementary to the binding site and is bound, causing an observable modulation in the 
optical properties of the signaling unit. 
           
          A great number of covalently attached signaling systems use a fluorescence-
signaling motif in order to take advantage of the “near-ultimate detectability” of 
fluoresence.32  Fluorescence may be turn-on or turn-off depending on whether analyte 
binding increases or decreases the intensity of emission.  Three major mechanisms of 
fluorescence sensing that will be covered in this section are off-on photoinduced electron 
transfer (PET), on-off PET and monomer-excimer systems.33   
 









Figure 1.12 PET quenching.  (A.) Radiative relaxation of an excited fluorophore.  (B.) 




          The PET process is a relaxation pathway for excited fluorophores that is 
competitive with fluorescent emission, and it is therefore a quenching process (Figure 
1.12).  A number of turn-on fluorescent sensors have been developed that utilize the 
interruption of PET by an analyte as a signal generation motif.  The most common 
technique is the installation of an amine next to the fluorophore.  The lone pair of the 
amine donates to the excited fluorophore and quenches fluorescence.  Protonation or 
metallation of the amine ties up the lone pair of the amine, thus eliminating or reducing 
PET and signaling the presence of the analyte.  Two systems exhibiting fluorescence off-
on sensing are shown in FIGURE, one from Czarnik (Scheme 1.7A) and the other from 
Verhoeven(Scheme 1.7B).34,35  The James D-glucosamine hydrochloride sensor in 























Scheme 1.7 Off-on fluorescence by suppression of PET.  A sensor for Zn2+, 1.18, and a 
sensor for acidic protons, 1.19, both exhibiting off-on signaling motifs. 
 
          On-off PET systems work inversely from their off-on brethren, either by binding a 
analyte that has an electron donating group of the proper energy, or perhaps more 
elegantly, by bringing an intramolecular donor in proximity with the fluorophore upon 
substrate binding.  A Zn2+ sensor from the Fabrizzi group that operates in such a way is 




















Scheme 1.8 On-off fluorescence sensor.  When Zn2+ is bound by compound 1.20, the 
aniline quencher of 1.20 is brought close to the anthracene fluorophore and fluorescence 
is quenched.  The coordination geometry around Zn2+ in the bound structure is 
tetrahedral.  
 
          Another class of covalent signaling strategies utilizes the wavelength difference 
between the monomer and excimer emissions of certain fluorophores.  The intensity of 
excimer emission is related to the proximity of the fluorophores in solution.  The closer 
they are the more likely that the excited species will couple with the ground state species 
and relaxation will occur via emission of the excimer.  The design strategy for excimer 
sensors is to induce the interaction or association of two monomers upon substrate 
binding.  The effect is an off-on sensor in either case because the monomer or excimer 
emission will be growing in and one need only observe that emission wavelength.  An 



























Scheme 1.9 A sensor with excimer disruption.  Binding of barbitol disrupts the excimer 





1.4.2 Indicator Displacement Assays 
          Sensors having covalently attached indicators have proven successful in many 
cases, but the laborious synthesis of large receptor molecules is only exacerbated by the 
addition of a signaling subunit.  To address this problem, a non-covalent signaling 
protocol has become quite prevalent: indicator displacement assays (IDAs).  The design 
of an IDA is shown in Scheme 1.10.  IDA’s rely upon a competition between indicator 
and analyte for the host cavity.  The indicator must absorb or emits light differently when 
bound to the host or free in solution.  The system is tuned by the choice of indicator, the 
solvent the pH and the concentration all of which are modularly variable to find the 
system with the highest sensitivity to a desired analyte.37   
 
 
Scheme 1.10 The basics of indicator displacement assays.  (A.) The host alone (B.) An 
indicator is added that has different optical properties when bound to the host. (C.) An 
analyte displaces the indicator resulting in a color change.  The presence of the analyte is 
thus signaled.   
 
          The Anslyn group has been particularly active in developing IDA technology, two 
systems they have developed appear in Scheme 1.11.38  One of the difficulties of 
developing IDAs is finding the right indicator that will respond colorimetrically to the 
types of binding events installed on the host.  The Zn2+ and boronic acids systems, 1.22 
and 1.23, shown in Scheme 1.11 both rely on deprotonation of their respective catecholic 
indicator and are useful in aqueous systems. Asymmetric analytes for which IDAs have 














































































Scheme 1.11 IDAs from the Anslyn group.  Both systems operate in aqueous methanol 
around pH 7.4.  (A.) A sensing ensemble for amino acids that is selective for aspartate.  
The indicator is pyrocatechol violet.  (B) A sensing ensemble for tartrate and malate, 
tartrate is shown.  The indicator is alizarin complexone.  The indicator host complex is 
not shown for clarity.  This system was effective at quantifying the total concentration of 
tartrate and malate in a series of commercial wines and grape juices. 
 
1.5 Summary 
          This chapter has been a review of the most important molecular association 
phenomena with selected examples from the literature.  The adaptation of molecular 
recognition hosts for sensing applications was also explored.  The purpose of this chapter 
was to give an overview of molecular recognition that complements the in-depth 
coverage of the topics in later chapters: cooperativity, array sensing and the development 
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Chapter 2. A Cationic Host Displaying Positive Cooperativity in Water. 
 
2.1 Introduction 
          Noncovalent and reversibly covalent molecular interactions such as hydrogen 
bonding, ion-pairing, metal-coordination and the hydrophobic effect, to name only a few, 
are the basis of the field of supramolecular chemistry.  These intermolecular interactions 
are often referred to simply as binding events.  Binding events in isolation are rarely 
strong enough to effect the molecular recognition and self-assembly processes that define 
supramolecular chemistry, and therefore they usually operate multilaterally.  Multiple 
binding events always result in an enhancement of the Gibbs free energy released upon 
binding, and this phenomenon is known as cooperativity.  If one considers binding events 
as discrete interactions with fundamental strengths of binding, then the cooperativity of a 
bimolecular interaction composed of multiple binding events will have an associated 
efficiency.  If the Gibbs free energy released in a cooperative interaction is less than the 
sum of the Gibbs free energies of the constituent binding events, then the system is 
considered to exhibit negative cooperativity.  If the Gibbs free energy of the cooperative 
interaction exceeds the sum of its binding events then the system is considered to exhibit 















          In the study discussed in this chapter, the thermodynamics of binding between 
tetracationic host 2.1 and a series of polycarboxylate guests in water were determined 




of cooperativity.  It was found that 2.1, which contains two guanidinium groups and a 
coordinatively unsaturated CuII center, exhibits positive cooperativity when binding all of 
the polycarboxylates, and that this positive cooperativity is enthalpic in origin.  This is 
one of the first examples of positive cooperativity in water using a synthetic host.    
 
2.1.1 Background and Significance 
          Cooperativity is a general effect that has been explored in a number of closely 
related phenomena, including: the chelate effect,1,2,3 multivalency,4,5 and 
cooperativity.6,7,8,9,10  These terms are often used interchangeably, but some trends have 
been established.  The chelate effect is typically reserved for metal binding by 
polydentate ligands.  Early studies of cooperativity and multivalency, which typically 
involve more complicated host-guest systems, co-opted this term to explain the increases 
in binding affinity when multiple binding events occur between two substrates,3 but soon 
researchers formulated the concepts of cooperativity and multivalency to describe larger 
systems.  The difference between cooperativity and multivalency is subtler.  
Multivalency tends to be reserved for the largest of binding events in which the multiple 
interactions between two substrates do not occur simultaneously, thereby resulting in a 
stepwise progression of the binding event and a number of degenerate partially bound 
states between the actors.4,11  In biological systems, multivalency is often deemed the 
cluster effect.12,13  Cooperativity occurs in systems undergoing multiple binding events at 
short range where all of the binding moieties engage simultaneously; it is an especially 
fitting descriptor of binding in cavities.  Therefore the interaction between the closely 
positioned cationic moieties of 2.1 as they bind polyanionic species is best described as 
cooperativity.  It should be noted that cooperativity and multivalency are conflated in the 
literature, and many of the conclusions of chelation, multivalency and cooperativity 
studies seem transferable between systems.  However, cooperativity should not be 
confused with allosteric cooperativity, which is seen when hemoglobin binds multiple 
diatomic oxygen molecules.  Allosteric cooperativity is a fundamentally different 




          Positive cooperativity represents an optimal mode of binding in which the various 
discrete binding events that collectively drive a host-guest interaction are being employed 
to their full capacity, and indeed, exceed the binding strength that could be expected via 
the summation of the individual Gibbs free energies of binding.  Negative cooperativity 
does not imply that the affinity between two species is weakened by the multiplicity of 
their interactions; on the contrary, polyvalent interactions are almost without exception 
far stronger than any of the constituent binding events in isolation.  Maximizing positive 
cooperativity in water is an especially important goal because water has long been one of 
the most difficult media for the molecular recognition chemist, despite being the 
exclusive solvent in vivo.   
           The principles of complementarity and preorganization elucidated by Cram, Lehn 
and other early students of noncovalent interactions, seem so obvious to the modern 
supramolecular chemist that it is almost possible to forget that these ideas spawned the 
fields of molecular recognition and supramolecular chemistry.14,15  The goal of research 
into the origin of positive cooperativity is to delineate new maxims that will validate and 
shape the very intuition of future supramolecular chemists.  A general strategy for 
achieving positive cooperativity in host-guest systems would signify a comprehensive 
understanding of binding phenomena.  Finally, a thorough understanding of cooperativity 
will allow researchers to maximize binding interactions without simply tacking on 
functional groups, a scenario with practical benefits in the pharmaceutical industry.  
Lipinski’s rule of five recommends that potential therapeutic agents be under 500 Da, and 
the ability to modulate the binding site affinity of a compound without dramatically 
increasing its mass helps researchers work within this constraint.16     
 
2.1.2 Theories of Cooperativity 
          What chemists have come to call cooperativity, Jencks, in 1981,9 first articulated as 
additivity in the form of Eq. 1.  The Gibbs free energy of connection (∆GS°) is defined to 
be positive in the case of positive cooperativity and negative in the case of negative 
cooperativity.  The Gibbs free energy of binding A-B (∆GAB°) represents the binding of 




(∆GB°) are the strengths when observed in isolation of the constituent binding events that 
make up the full host-guest interaction observed as ∆GAB° (Figure 2.13).  
 
 
Figure 2.13 Binding in Tandem. A and B bind the host in different regions.  When 
covalently tethered as A-B they bind the host cooperatively.  If the binding of A-B 
releases more Gibbs’ free energy than could be expected from the binding of A and B 
separately, then the binding of A-B is said to exhibit positive cooperativity.   
 
∆GS° = ∆GA° + ∆GB° - ∆GAB°                                           (1) 
 
As an extension of Jencks’ delineation of ΔGS, our group has previously defined ∆HS° 
and T∆SS° as the enthalpy and entropy of connection (Eqs. 2 and 3).6  ∆HS° is positive 
when enthalpy contributes to positive cooperativity and negative when enthalpy 
contributes to negative cooperativity, while T∆SS° is negative when entropy contributes 
to positive cooperativity and positive when entropy contributes to negative cooperativity.  
These thermodynamic variables of connectivity maintain a Gibbs-Helmholtz type 
dependency (Eq. 4).  For clarity the term -T∆SS° is used, which is positive when the 
entropy of connection contributes to positive cooperativity just like ∆GS° and ∆HS°. 
 





T∆SS° = T∆SA° + T∆SB° - T∆SAB°                                       (3) 
 
∆GS° = ∆HS° - T∆SS°                                                  (4) 
 
          Jencks’ analysis of cooperative binding was very similar to theories about metal 
chelation: for entropic reasons, covalently tethering two or more binding moieties and 
engaging them simultaneously will yield positive cooperativity, unless the binding 
moieties are tethered in such a way that they interact poorly with their complement on the 
host.  It can be deduced that an entropic benefit must be gained in the tethering of 
multiple binding events because the entropic penalty of losing translational motion must 
be paid once in total, instead of once for each of the binding events.  The deleterious 
effects of improperly tethered binding functional groups are similarly easy to imagine 
(Figure 2.14); as such, one would expect enthalpy to scale imperfectly as the binding 
events between a host and guest multiply, unless the host and guest are able to associate 
in a configuration ideal for all of the constituent binding events.  
 
 
Figure 2.14 An Imperfectly Tethered Pair of Binding Events.  As it is tethered to 
binding event A in this example, binding event B is unable to fully interact with the 
binding pocket of the host.  The enthalpy of binding event B will not be fully expressed 
in the binding of the ditopic guest A-B, and negative cooperativity will result. 
 
          The thermodynamic truisms that Jencks illuminated are indispensable 
considerations for any analysis of cooperativity; however the prediction that positive 
cooperativity will tend to be entropic in nature has not been realized experimentally (vide 
infra).  This is due in part to the complexities of the solution phase, especially with 




polar binding moieties in hydrogen bonding, dipole-dipole interactions and charge-dipole 
interactions.  Some examples of ion pairing and metal coordination binding events in 
water are known to be entropically driven by solvent rearrangement,17, 18 and it has been 
shown that the reduced solvation surface of the “whole” guest (A-B) versus the “parts” 
(A and B) can contribute to an entropic disfavorability of tethering (Figure 2.15).6  
Another reason that the entropic benefit of connection is not commonly observed to give 
a positive Gibbs free energy of connection is that tight binding appears to result in a loss 
of conformational freedom. 
 
 
Figure 2.15 A Very Simple Model of Solvent Displacement.  In competitive solvents 
such as water, symbolized here as turquoise circles, liberation of the solvent sphere of the 
host and guest to the disordered bulk solution lends an entropically favorable element to 
binding events. When A or B enter the binding cavity alone they displace a total of 14 
solvent molecules, however when they bind as A-B they release only 12 solvent 
molecules because of surface area lost upon tethering A and B. 
           
          The ability of complementary binding functionalities (e.g. a hydrogen bond donor 
and acceptor) to interact is easily compromised when such functionalities are each part of 




interactions between a host and guest seek their complementary parts, it is logical to 
consider that they will not all be able to access the ideal distance and conformation that 
represents the most stable mode of interaction for that binding event.  Jencks supposed 
that the proper spacing and orientation of binding events constitutes the fundamental 
difficulty in achieving positive cooperativity; however, enthalpy has often been found to 
scale efficiently as the number of binding events grows.3,5  Just as positive cooperativity 
has not emerged from entropic benefits, so has negative cooperativity not been regularly 
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Figure 2.16 Dipeptide Binding to Antibiotics.  Williams showed that the presence of 
methyl groups at the R-positions (alanine versus glycine) enhanced both the total affinity 
of binding and the 1H NMR chemical shift of the “proton of interest,” which was 
correlated to exothermicity.  Hence it was concluded that hydrophobic stabilization 
elsewhere in the binding pocket reduced residual motion and allowed the carboxylate – 
amide hydrogen bond to strengthen.  This trend was observed using both eremomycin 
and teicoplanin A3-1 antibiotics. 
 
          A corollary to Jencks’ original considerations has been proposed by Williams and 
has proven useful in providing a more complete picture of the nature of cooperative 
binding.8  Williams analyzed the binding of vancomycin group antibiotics with bacterial 
cell wall analogues and found a correlation between the -ΔG° of the binding event, the 
hydrocarbon surface area of the peptide and the 1H NMR shift of the amide protons of the 
antibiotic upon binding the carboxylate terminus of the peptide (Figure 2.16).19,20  The 1H 




concluded that the hydrophobic binding from the latter part of the peptide dampened 
residual motion in the binding cavity and allowed the carboxylate-amide hydrogen bond 
to become stronger and more exothermic.  The settling of the ligand into the binding 
pocket is enthalpically favorable; however, the loss of residual motion and binding mode 
diversity are entropically unfavorable (Figure 2.17).   
           
 
Figure 2.17 Settling into the Binding Pocket.  When A-B binds the host both binding 
events are dampening the residual motion of the system, and therefore both binding 
events are able to interact more strongly with the host than when A or B binds the host 
separately.  This stronger binding is enthalpically favorable, but the loss of residual 
motion is entropically unfavorable. 
 
          A second study by Williams focused upon the dimerization of the vancomycin 
group antibiotics.10  Using van’t Hoff methods to parse ΔH° and ΔS° from ΔG°, it was 
observed that antibiotics that dimerize with a more favorable -ΔG° also undergo 
structural tightening as determined by 1H NMR analysis.  However, the amount of Gibbs 
free energy released upon dimerization was mitigated by the entropically unfavorable 
loss of residual motion.  Williams has proposed that this enthalpy-entropy compensation 
effect is general, and should be a major determinant of cooperativity: positive 
cooperativity will be enthalpically driven while entropic factors will contribute to 
negative cooperativity.  Jencks’ and Williams’ theories of cooperativity are 
complementary in that they both consider different aspects of polyvalent binding, all of 
which are contributing to different degrees, but these theories differ in their predictions of 
the thermodynamic source of positive and negative cooperativity.  Whether the enthalpy-
entropy compensation effect is primal in cooperativity or is only evident in specific 




published, it is becoming increasingly clear that multiple factors contribute to Jencks’ 
original analysis of positive cooperativity.   
 
2.1.3 Studies in Cooperativity           
          One of the first studies of cooperativity to judiciously parse binding events as 
prescribed by Jencks was from the Breslow group.3  Using ITC, the binding of β-
cyclodextrin monomers and covalent dimers with mono- and ditopic hydrophilic 
substrates was examined in water using ITC (Figure 2.18).  The binding of ditopic 
substrates to the β-cyclodextrin dimers was routinely three to four times more exothermic 
than the relevant monotopic interaction.  Conversely, the entropies of binding, which 
were favorable in all of the monotopic instances, became sharply unfavorable in the 
ditopic systems.  The entropic contribution to negative cooperativity (T∆SS°) 
overwhelmed the enthalpic gains, and in all of the host-guest combinations which 
Breslow studied negative cooperativity was in effect.  This study strongly supports 
Williams’ arguments that enthalpic gains toward positive cooperativity will tend to be 
counterbalanced by entropic losses in residual motion and internal rotation.  Interestingly, 
an earlier ditopic system described by Breslow that contained a more rigid spacer 
between the β-cyclodextrin units appears to display positive cooperativity, although it 
was not reported as such; unfortunately this system was not dissected in a formal 
thermodynamic study of cooperativity.21 
          Whitesides et al. have reported a trivalent interaction based upon the vancomycin-
dipeptide interaction.22  C3-symmetric tris-vancomycin and tris-dialanine derivatives 
were synthesized, and their association was compared to that of the monovalent 
vancomycin-dialanine in water (Figure 2.19).  In this case, the enthalpy of the trivalent 
receptor was only slightly more than three times that of the isolated vancomycin-
dialanine interaction (-40 kcal/mol versus -12 kcal/mol) but again, entropic losses 
contributed to negative cooperativity.  Whitesides credited the loss in entropy of 








Figure 2.18 β-Cyclodextrin Dimers Studied by Breslow.  The grey cylinders are 
hydrophobic groups: adamantyl, naphthyl, and tert-butylphenyl.  The toroids represent β-
cyclodextrin which was covalently dimerized using a dithiol, 2,6-bipyridine and a 
biphenyl linker.  Binding of the ditopic guests to the β-CD dimers was more than twice as 
exothermic as the monomeric equivalents on the left, however negative cooperativity 





Figure 2.19 A Trivalent Vancomycin-dipeptide System.  The binding of trivalent 
vancomycin and dialanine derivatives was more than three times as exothermic as the 
monovalent interaction.  Negative cooperativity was due to an unfavorable entropy of 
tethering, probably due to the highly flexible linker in the tris-alanine compound which 
loses significant internal rotation upon binding. 
 
            One of the few definitive examples of positive cooperativity comes from the 




Gibbs free energy upon association with host 2.2 as is released when cyclohexanol binds 
to host 2.3 (Figure 2.20).23  These data were collected without the benefit of ITC, but it is 
informative that positive cooperativity appears to be more accessible in an organic 























2.2 2.3  
Figure 2.20 An Example of Positive Cooperativity.  In chloroform, host 2.3 binds cis-
1,3-cyclohexanediol (ΔG° = 4.18 kcal/mol) more than twice as strongly as 2.2 binds 
cyclohexanol (ΔG° = 1.5 kcal/mol). 
 
          The role of solvation in cooperativity was the goal of another study from the 
Anslyn group.  The binding of host 2.4 to a series of polycarboxylate guests was 
monitored by ITC and UV-Vis (Figure 2.21).  As the number of carboxylates on the guest 
increased, the increase in binding affinity was attributable to enthalpic gains but was once 
again unfavorable with respect to entropy.  In this study it was determined that the loss of 
residual motion and internal rotation was probably insufficient to result in the observed 
negative entropy of connectivity (-T∆SS°).  Instead it was concluded that the loss of 
solvation area when the guest carboxylates are tethered together is a major contributor to 
negative cooperativity in this system (see Figure 2.15). 
          While ∆G° normally becomes more favorable as binding events are tethered, the 
entropic loss that accompanies enthalpic strengthening and loss of solvated surface area 
has regularly been implicated in a final analysis of why negative cooperativity results.3, 6, 
22  In light of the seemingly inescapable entropic penalty of strong binding, we reason 




quality that is not present in the constituent binding moieties in isolation: an “X-factor”.  
From the literature, one example of such an “X-factor” seems to be active in the 
prodigious chelating ability of EDTA.1  In EDTA, the polyanionic character is believed 
to have a destabilizing effect upon the unbound form so that its ability to bind cations is 
strongly assisted by the exothermic release associated with the relief of several 
electrostatic repulsions.  Similarly, spherand type cation receptors have been shown to 
bind more strongly when the unbound host suffers from configurational deformation due 
to the repulsion of electron pairs between oxygens in the binding pocket.24  Systems such 
as spherands and EDTA, which have a conspicuous destabilizing force in the unbound 
state, seem to be archetypes around which a formal demonstration of positive 
cooperativity in water could be designed.  We wondered if an organic receptor employing 
a mixture of metal coordination and ion-pair binding events could be a possible candidate 
for a system displaying positive cooperativity in a manner similar to the EDTA chelating 
















Figure 2.21 Negative Cooperativity Due to Reduction in Solvation Area.  When 2.4 was 
bound with a series of carboxylate guests, the loss of solvent accessible surface area as 
the guests were tethered resulted in negative cooperativity. 
 
          To achieve positive cooperativity our strategy was to exploit the destabilizing 
effect of electrostatic repulsion in order to instill in the full host a secondary binding 
force unavailable to the constituent binding moieties.  In this way we hoped to promote 
positive cooperativity in water, or at least to observe a system whose negative 




progress toward a positively cooperative system would come from enthalpic gains 
derived from the alleviation of electrostatic repulsions in the unbound host.  We therefore 
chose host 2.1 because the steric gearing of the 2,4,6-triethylbenzene core will force the 
charged groups close to each other and because it was easy to conceive of a modular 
dissection of the metal-coordination versus the ion-pairing binding events. 
 
2.1.4 Design Criteria 
          Host 2.1 is tetracationic and therefore able to accommodate up to four carboxylate 
groups in a small guest molecule such as 1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylate (2.7).  Two 
carboxylates can chelate at the CuII center (although the axial coordination bond is  longer 
and weaker than the equatorial),25,26,27 leaving one carboxylate for each of the 
guanidiniums.  In this way host 2.1 is conceptually cleavable into its CuII center 2.5 and 
its bis-guanidinium portion 2.6 (Figure 2.22), with each part able to accommodate up to 
two carboxylates per guest.  The purpose of segregating the individual binding events is 
to accurately quantify the strength of binding portions A and B, ∆GA° or ∆GB°, as defined 
by Jencks.9       
          The copper site has been isolated in the form of the bis-aminomethylpyridine Cu II 
ligand-metal complex 2.5.  The bis-guanidinium site is isolated in model host 2.6 in 
which the portion of host 2.1 that is equipped with a tridentate copper ligand has been 
capped with an acyl amide group, rendering it nonfunctional as an anion binding site in 
the competitive aqueous media.  It is important to note that any hydrophobic binding in 
host 2.1 from the face of the aromatic ring will be similarly available in 2.6, so all of the 
overt binding functionalities in host 2.1 have been accounted for in the two model hosts.  
Therefore, any positive cooperativity will be an intrinsic property of the specific 
arrangement of these binding entities in host 2.1.   
          Each host and guest has one or more associated counter ions.  The cationic hosts 
have exclusively chloride counter anions, while the anion guests have exclusively sodium 
cations. The salt metathesis that is inherent in our studies always involves the generation 
of the same salt (NaCl), and is therefore not what differentiates the host-guest 




constant throughout.  A discussion on ionic strength is included in the Experimental 























































Figure 2.22 Cationic Hosts and Anionic Guests. 
 
2.2 Results and Discussion 
2.2.1 Synthesis 
          The synthesis of 2.1 involves the coupling of the metal-chelating arm precursor 
2.17 to the modified triethylbenzene 2.18.  The synthesis of 2.17 is addressed in Scheme 
2.12.  Diol 2.12 is monotosylated in the presence of Ag2O to produce 2.13, the tosylate of 
which is then displaced by phthalate to form 2.14.  2.14 is converted with hydrazine to 
the aminoalcohol 2.15, which is then Boc-protected at the amine.  The boc-protected 
aminoalcohol 2.16 is then oxidized to the aldehyde 2.17 using hypervalent iodide.   
          To form 2.1, 2.17 was reductively aminated using the known amine 2.18 followed 




and then converted to the chloride salt via an ion-exchange column.  The CuII complex 
































Scheme 2.12 Synthesis of the Chelating Arm of 2.1.  (i.) TsCl, KI, Ag2O, DCM, -20 °C 
to rt, 4 h, 63% (ii.) K-phthalimide, DMF, 40 °C, 4 h (iii.) N2H4, EtOH, reflux, 7 h (iv.) 
Boc2O, NEt3, DCM, rt, 2 h, 73% (v.) Dess-Martin periodinane, DCM, rt, 0.5 h, 85%.  

































































Scheme 2.13 Synthesis of 2.1.  (i.) toluene, 50 °C, 5 h (ii.) NaBH4, MeOH, rt, 4.5 h, 80% 
(iii.) 1:1 TFA/DCM, rt, overnight, 96% (iv.) Cl- ion-exchange column (v.) CuIICl2 (aq.) 
 
          The synthesis of host 2.5 is detailed in Scheme 2.14.  2.21 was generated as a side 
product from the tosylation of 2.13 (Scheme 2.13).  The tosylates were then doubly 




using concentrated hydrochloric acid.  The CuII complex was generated in situ prior to 


























Scheme 2.14 Synthesis of 2.5.  (i.) TsCl, KI, Ag2O, DCM, -20 °C to 0 °C, 4 h, 17% (ii.) 
K-phthalimide, K2CO3, DMF, 160 °C, overnight, 96% (iii.) HCl (conc.), reflux, 4 h, 46% 
(iv.) CuIICl2 (aq.) 
 
          The synthesis of 2.6 is detailed in Scheme 2.15.  The benzylamine 2.24 was 
acylated using acetic anhydride to furnish 2.25, which was then doubly deprotected to 
yield 2.26.  Boc-protected guanidine groups were installed via methylthioimidazole 2.27, 
forming 2.28, which was deprotected with trifluoroacetate and converted to the chloride 

















































Scheme 2.15 Synthesis of 2.6.  (i.) Ac2O, DCM/ 0.5 M NaOH, rt, 1 h, 53% (ii.) TFA, 
DCM, rt, overnight, 85% (iii.) AcOH, MeOH, 45 °C, 8 h, 73% (iv.) TFA, DCM, rt, 2 h, 





2.2.2 Binding Studies 
          The results of binding studies between hosts 2.1, 2.5, and 2.6, and the pertinent 
carboxylate guests are shown in Table 2.1.  The ITC titrations were undertaken in 
HEPES-buffered (60 mM, pH 7.4) solution with the host molecule in the cell and the 
guest carboxylate as the titrant.  When possible, affinity constants from ITC were 
confirmed using UV-Vis spectroscopy.  For the UV-Vis titrations, the CuII absorbance 
shift as a function of guest added was plotted and fit to a 1:1 binding curve in order to 

















2.1 acetate  5 ± 1 x 102 Enthalpically neutral -3.7 ± 0.2    
 succinate  6 ± 2 x 103 2.6 ± 0.4 x 103 -5.1 ± 0.2 -4.7 ± 0.1 -0.2 ± 0.1 4.5 ± 0.1 
 glutarate   1.4 ± 0.2 x 103  -4.3 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.2 5.0 ± 0.2 
 tricarballate   2.3 ± 0.3 x 103  -4.6 ± 0.1 -1.2 ± 0.3 3.4 ± 0.3 
 tetracarboxylate   1.9 ± 0.3 x 104  -5.9 ± 0.1 -2.0 ± 0.6 3.9 ± 0.6 
2.5 acetate  3.5 ± 0.3 x 101 1.6 ± 0.2 x 101 -2.1 ± 0.1 -1.6 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.2 3.1 ± 0.2 
 succinate  1.7 ± 0.1 x 102 1.2 ± 0.2 x 102 -3.05 ± 0.04 -2.8 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.3 3.8 ± 0.3 
 glutarate   1.1 ± 0.2 x 102  -2.8 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.5 4.4 ± 0.5 
2.6 acetate   1.3 ± 0.2 x 101 - -1.5 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.1 
 succinate   4 ± 1 x 101 - -2.2 ± 0.2 -0.2 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.1 
 glutarate   5.3 ± 0.7 x 101 - -2.3 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 2.7 ± 0.1 
Table 2.1 Host-Guest Binding Affinities and Thermodynamic Values. 
 
2.2.2.1 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 
          ITC has allowed significant insight into the nature of molecular recognition events 
because of its unique capacity to deliver a full suite of binding data (Ka, ∆G, ∆H and 
T∆S) in a single titration.  ITC’s uniqueness derives from the direct observation of heat 
consumed or generated during an interaction.  When a host is added in aliquots to a 
solution of guest, the exo- or endotherm generated per aliquot diminishes to a baseline as 
guest is consumed to form the host-guest complex.  This saturation behavior generates a 
sigmoidal or hyperbolic curve whose equation may be solved to determine Ka and 




(enthalpy) were observed directly to generate the binding isotherm, the entropy may be 
determined with the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation. 
          In ITC, the unitless value c refers to the product of the association constant Ka 
(M−1) and the concentration of the receptor (mol/L) in the sample cell.  Wiseman et al. 
originally defined acceptable c values as falling between 1 and 1000 to insure a 
thermogram of sufficient curvature to be fit by the binding isotherm for the determination 
of Ka and ΔH.30  Unfortunately, implicit in the study of noncovalent binding events in 
isolation is the observation of exceptionally low Ka values (10 – 100 M-1), which would 
require unreasonable experimental concentrations to achieve c ≥ 1.  Some of the ITC data 
in this study were determined at c values as low as ~0.02; however, Turnbull and Daranas 
have argued that c values as low as 0.001 are acceptable provided that the titrations are 
taken well past the 2 equivalents of ligand used in Wiseman’s example, and the 
thermogram is allowed to develop into a hyperbolic isotherm of sufficient curvature.31  
Indeed, their study supports “the validity of all values of Ka,” while advocating “caution 
in the interpretation of ΔH°.”  We therefore proceed confidently in our analysis of 
cooperativity, which is a Gibbs free energy phenomenon, while we cautiously offer 
thermodynamic explanations of our findings when dealing with the lowest affinity 
systems (Ka < 100). 
 
2.2.2.2 Binding of Acetate and Polycarboxylates to hosts 2.1, 2.5, and 2.6 
          In the case of acetate (2.11) binding to host 2.1 only the UV-Vis data could be used 
to calculate the binding constant (Ka = 5 x 102 M-1, -3.7 kcal/mol) due to the 
thermoneutrality of the binding event, which makes it insensible to ITC. The ∆G’s of 2.1 
binding succinate (2.10) (Ka = 2.6 x 103 M-1, -4.7 kcal/mol), glutarate (2.9) (Ka = 1.4 x 
103 M-1, -4.3 kcal/mol) and tricarballate (2.8) (Ka = 2.3 x 103 M-1, -4.6 kcal/mol) are all 
roughly the same, but the thermodynamic bases of these associations are distinct.  The 
enthalpic contribution to 2.1 association with the dicarboxylates is quite small in the case 
of succinate (∆H = -0.2 kcal/mol) and unfavorable in the case of glutarate (∆H = 0.7 




= -1.2 kcal/mol), but the tighter binding results in an apparent entropic penalty as the T∆S 
term is less favorable by over 1 kcal/mol when the third carboxylate is present 
(tricarballate T∆S = 3.4 kcal/mol versus average T∆S = 4.8 kcal/mol for the 
dicarboxylates).  This apparent trend of enthalpy/entropy compensation does not extend 
to 1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylate (2.7) binding to host 1, as the enthalpy and entropy both 
become more favorable (∆H° = -2.0 kcal/mol, T∆S° = 3.9 kcal/mol) upon addition of the 
fourth carboxylate.  
          The binding affinities of the model hosts 2.5 and 2.6 to the small carboxylates 
acetate, succinate, and glutarate, were also examined.  2.5 showed a small entropically 
driven affinity for acetate (Ka = 16 M-1, -1.6 kcal/mol) and an affinity of an order of 
magnitude more for the dicarboxylates. The trend of 2.6 binding is the same as hosts 2.1 
and 2.5 with ∆G° generally decreasing (more exergonic) as the number of guest 
carboxylates increases from one (acetate, Ka = 13 M-1, -1.5 kcal/mol) to two (succinate, 
Ka = 40 M-1, -2.2 kcal/mol; glutarate, Ka = 53 M-1, -2.3 kcal/mol ).  The association of 2.6 
with all three small carboxylate guests was slightly lower than that of 2.5, as may be 
expected given the coordinative nature of the copper-carboxylate interaction of 2.5 in 
comparison to the pure ion-pairing nature of the guanidinium-carboxylate interaction 
present in host 2.6.   
 
2.2.3 Cooperativity Analysis 
          The binding of mono- and dicarboxylates to the model hosts 2.5 and 2.6 is 
considered representative of the strength of binding, ∆G°, for carboxylates interacting 
with the analogous portions of host 2.1. Using Jencks’ Eq. 1 in our analysis of 
cooperativity, we have assigned the strength of binding at the CuII center of 2.1 as ∆GA°, 
and the strength of binding at the bisguanidinium portion of 2.1 as ∆GB°.  ∆GA° and ∆GB° 
are defined by the strength of binding of a particular guest subunit to 2.5 and 2.6 
respectively.  The thermodynamic components of connectivity, ∆HS° and T∆SS° (Eq. 2 
and Eq. 3) were also calculated to reveal the influences that determine the sign of ∆GS°.  




          The positive ∆GS° of binding succinate or glutarate to host 2.1 indicates that the 
binding interaction is more favorable than is predicted by the summation of the ∆GA° of 
acetate coordinating to host 2.5 and the ∆GB° of acetate binding to the diguanidinium 
moiety modeled on host 2.6.  The difference in binding between the “whole” and the 
“parts” depends upon whether the “whole” in question is succinate or glutarate.   
           
A-B A + B 
∆GABº 
(kcal/mol) 




succinate acetateA + acetateB -4.7 ± 0.1 -3.1 ± 0.1 +1.6 ± 0.1 
glutarate acetateA + acetateB -4.3 ± 0.1 -3.1 ± 0.1 +1.2 ± 0.1 
tricarballate succinateA + acetateB -4.6 ± 0.1 -4.3 ± 0.1  +0.3 ± 0.1 
tricarballate glutarateA + acetateB -4.6 ± 0.1 -4.3 ± 0.1 +0.3 ± 0.1 
butanetetracarboxylate succinateA + succinateB -5.9 ± 0.1 -5.0 ± 0.2 +0.9 ± 0.2 
butanetetracarboxylate glutarateA + glutarateB -5.9 ± 0.1 -5.1 ± 0.1 +0.8 ± 0.1 
A-B A + B 
∆HABº 
(kcal/mol) 




succinate acetateA + acetateB -0.2 ± 0.1 +1.8 ± 0.2 +2.0 ± 0.2 
glutarate acetateA + acetateB +0.7 ± 0.2 +1.8 ± 0.2 +1.1 ± 0.3 
tricarballate succinateA + acetateB -1.2 ± 0.3 +1.3 ± 0.3 +2.5 ± 0.4 
tricarballate glutarateA + acetateB -1.2 ± 0.3 +1.9 ± 0.5 +3.1 ± 0.6 
butanetetracarboxylate succinateA + succinateB -2.0 ± 0.6 +0.8 ± 0.3 +2.8 ± 0.7 
butanetetracarboxylate glutarateA + glutarateB -2.0 ± 0.6 +1.9 ± 0.5 +3.9 ± 0.8 
A-B A + B 
T∆SABº 
(kcal/mol) 




succinate acetateA + acetateB +4.5 ± 0.1 +4.9 ± 0.2 -0.4 ± 0.2 
glutarate acetateA + acetateB +5.0 ± 0.2 +4.9 ± 0.2 +0.1 ± 0.3 
tricarballate succinateA + acetateB +3.4 ± 0.3 +5.6 ± 0.3 -2.2 ± 0.4 
tricarballate glutarateA + acetateB +3.4 ± 0.3 +6.2 ± 0.5 -2.8 ± 0.6 
butanetetracarboxylate succinateA + succinateB +3.9 ± 0.6 +5.7 ± 0.3 -1.8 ± 0.7 
butanetetracarboxylate glutarateA + glutarateB +3.9 ± 0.6 +7.1 ± 0.5 -3.2 ± 0.8 
Table 2.2 Cooperativity Values 
 
          Succinate displays greater positive cooperativity than glutarate, and all of 
succinate’s positive cooperativity stems from its positive ∆Hs° (+1.8 kcal/mol), which is 
able to compensate for the negative cooperativity of its -T∆SS° (-0.4 kcal/mol).  Glutarate 
on the other hand is the only “whole” guest whose positive ∆Gs° is derived in part from a 
positive -T∆SS°.  The positive entropy of connection is likely the result of the desolvation 
of the C3 methylene of glutarate upon binding host 2.1, an entropically favorable event 
that is not accounted for in the two acetate interactions that were used to determine the 
strength of glutarate’s constituent binding events.  This analysis is further supported by 




leads to a positive -T∆SS° could be enthalpically costly in accordance with the current 
theory of the endothermic nature of some forms of hydrophobic binding.32   
          While the dicarboxylates were considered “whole” with respect to acetate “parts,” 
they served as “parts” in the study of larger “whole” guest molecules tricarballate and 
1,2,3,4-tetracarboxylate.  Succinate and glutarate have been examined to allow for the 
different possible binding conformations of tricarballate and the tetracarboxylate to host 
2.1.  1,2,3,4-Butanetetracarboxylic acid, for example, may chelate CuII in a manner 
resembling succinate or glutarate (Figure 2.23).  While the succinate type 7-member ring 
formed with CuII is known to be more stable,33 the glutarate type 8-member ring may be 
induced depending upon the preferred geometry of interaction at the bisguanidinium 
portion of 2.1.  A succinate type chelation mode by 1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylate would 
present two β-carboxylates toward the bisguanidiniums while a glutarate type chelation 






























Figure 2.23 Chelation Modes of 1,2,3,4-Butanetetracarboxylate.  Succinate-like (A) and 
glutarate-like (B) chelation around the CuII center of 2.1. 
 
          The latter mode of bisguanidinium binding is best represented by glutarate while 
the former is best represented by succinate, thus necessitating the use of both 
dicarboxylates as model guests for interaction with model hosts 2.5 and 2.6.  Considering 
1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylate as a “whole” guest made of glutarate-like “parts” is 
somewhat unfair due to the presence of the glutarate methylene group at carbon 3 that is 
not represented in the tetracarboxylate.  In this way, succinate, which does not have the 
extra methylene is an inherently better approximation of one half of 1,2,3,4-




two dicarboxylates when used as parts in both the tricarballate and 1,2,3,4-
tetrabutanecarboxylate cooperativity analysis (see below). 
          The least positive cooperativity in Table 2.2 is seen in the binding of tricarballate 
to host 2.1.  Tricarballate can be dissected as either a succinate and an acetate, or as a 
glutarate and an acetate.  Also, the tricarballate could bind host 2.1 in two ways: (1) with 
succinate or glutarate type chelation (like that shown for 1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylate 
in Figure 2.23) of the copper which allows the remaining carboxylate to engage the 
diguanidinium portion of 2.1, or (2), with a single carboxylate coordination of the CuII 
while the guanidinium groups are associating with the dicarboxylate.  Whether the 
dicarboxylate in question is succinate or glutarate, the highest absolute sum of ∆GA° plus 
∆GB° results when ∆GA° is either dicarboxylate chelating copper and ∆GB° is the 
interaction between acetate with host 2.6.  Therefore, as a means of underestimating any 
positive cooperativity this mode of segregation is used in Table 2.2. 
           The low ∆GS° of binding tricarballate appears to be rooted in the relatively small 
T∆SAB° term of tricarballate binding to host 2.1.  When moving from either dicarboxylate 
to tricarballate binding to 2.1 the entropic term is decreased by over 1 kcal/mol.  The 
concomitant improvement in ∆HAB° indicates that tighter binding could be reducing 
residual motion in the binding pocket.  Also, any chelation present in tricarballate binding 
that was not present in the dicarboxylate binding will further freeze out rotational motion.  
          1,2,3,4-Butanetetracarboxylate may be considered as a “whole” constructed of two 
succinate “parts” (succinateA + succinateB) or two glutarate “parts” (glutarateA + 
glutarateB) as shown in Figure 2.23.  Both modes of dissection yield positive 
cooperativity, however the positive cooperativity is less when glutarates are the “parts” in 
question (+0.8 kcal/mol versus +0.9 kcal/mol for succinate “parts”).  The dependence of 
∆GS° upon the dicarboxylate used in the cooperativity analysis can be attributed to the 
extra methylene on glutarate.  Glutarate binding to host 2.5 (∆GA°) and to host 2.6 (∆GB°) 
is strongly entropically favorable.  As such, the entropy of connection (-T∆SS°) is 
strongly negative (-3.2 kcal/mol) because 1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylate binding to host 
2.1 does not involve the desolvation of two methylene carbons present in the two model 




the case of glutarateA + glutarateB due to the more endothermic binding of glutarate to the 
model hosts. The enthalpic cost of glutarate desolvation makes it an imperfect model 
guest, therefore the ∆GS° of 1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylate when succinateA + succinateB 
are the component binding events is probably a more accurate quantification of the 
system’s positive cooperativity. 
 
2.2.3.1 The Basis of Positive Cooperativity in Water Using Ion-Pairing 
          The importance of observing the constituent binding functionalities of host 2.1 in 
isolation is apparent upon comparison of the binding strength of the acetate-2.1 complex 
(UV/Vis data; Ka = 5 x 102 M-1, -3.7 kcal/mol) with that of the acetate-2.5 complex 
(UV/Vis data; Ka = 35 M-1, -2.1 kcal/mol).  The mode of binding in both of these systems 
is similar: a coordinative interaction between the CuII center and the acetate, yet acetate 
affinity to 2.1 is much higher.  This binding model is supported in that both affinity 
constants were determined by observing the change in absorbance of the CuII d-d 
transition, a spectral shift associated with interaction at the CuII center.34  A second point 
of interest is that acetate binding to 2.5 was shown to be endothermic (+1.5 kcal/mol) 
while acetate binding to the full host 2.1 was found to be enthalpically neutral.  As a 
result, the binding can be monitored by UV/Vis spectroscopy but not by ITC.  The 
stronger binding of acetate to 2.1 appears to be driven by some exothermic event that 
counterbalances the endothermicity of the carboxylate-CuII coordination event as seen in 
2.5.  This exothermic event seems to be fundamental to 2.1 since it emerges in the 
binding of a single anion, acetate, outside of a cooperativity analysis.  Such an intrinsic 
property also seems manifest when plotting T∆SS against ∆HS. 
          The slope of the trendline in Figure 2.24 is greater than 1, indicating that T∆SS, 
which is positive in instances of negative cooperativity, is increasing faster than the 
enthalpy of connection, ∆HS.  That an unfavorable T∆SS would undermine the favorable 
contributions of ∆HS is in line with Williams’ theory of cooperativity.9  In this case some 
“X-factor” has imbued host 2.1 with an inherent exothermicity when binding anions, and 
this exothermicity appears to be providing a region of positive cooperativity before the 




that the enthalpy and entropy of connectivity have been plotted against each other.  The 
result is strong graphical support for a general entropic basis of negative cooperativity in 
water and an enthalpic basis for positive cooperativity that is evident in 2.1, and is 
perhaps a general feature of multiply charged, sterically rigidified binding cavities. 
           When considering the differences between host 2.1 and the model hosts 2.5 and 
2.6 with which the strengths in isolation of the various binding events have been 
determined, the most outstanding feature of 2.1 is the close proximity of the positive 
charges.  The destabilizing effect of multiple like charges has been implicated in the 
strongly exothermic binding prowess of EDTA with various metal ions.1  The 
electrostatic strain when the cationic binding moieties are forced into close proximity in 




Figure 2.24 The Entropy of Connectivity Versus the Enthalpy of Connectivity.  The 
diamonds are the cooperativity analyses from Table 2.2 with a trendline in solid black.  
The dotted line represents the balance of ΔHS and TΔSS, below which positive 
cooperativity results from enthalpic effects and above which negative cooperativity 





           If the destabilization of the unbound host is the sole source of the positive 
cooperativity, then the strength of this effect must be at least +1.6 kcal/mol.  This 
estimation is based upon the assumption that the system would display negative 
cooperativity in the absence of the electrostatic repulsions that destabilize the unbound 
host because negative cooperativity has been the conclusion in nearly all of the previous 
cooperativity studies in water.3, 6, 22  The contribution of charge clustering in host 2.1 to 
positive cooperativity must be in all cases slightly negated by the forces of negative 
cooperativity, such as improper binding functional group alignment and reduced solvent 
displacement upon tethering.  Therefore the system displaying maximal positive 
cooperativity (succinate binding 2.1; +1.6 kcal/mol) probably represents a fair estimate of 
the binding enhancement borne from destabilizing the unbound structure of 2.1.  
      
2.2.3.2 Anion Selectivity 
          Prior to the addition of one of the carboxylate guests to host 2.1, the host solution is 
not devoid of anions.  While probably not proximal to the cationic host in solution, a 
counter ion exists for each of the charges on 2.1.  Why then is chloride not able to relieve 
the electrostatic destabilization of 2.1?  The answer must be that chloride is indeed 
providing some anionic relief to 2.1 in line with its own binding affinity to CuII and 
guanidinium type cations.  The stronger binding carboxylate anion is able to associate 
more strongly with the cationic moieties and in turn provide greater relief of electrostatic 
repulsion.  An interesting future study would be to attempt to distinguish between an 
anion’s specific affinity for a positively charged binding moiety and its shape specific 




          This cooperativity analysis of host 2.1 represents an example of positive 
cooperativity in water where all binding moieties of the host and guest are covalently 




enthalpic in this case.  Although the precise source of this enthalpic positive cooperativity 
is unclear, we believe it is rooted in the destabilizing effect of the electrostatic repulsion 
in the unbound form of 2.1.  The proximity of the chelated CuII ion to the two 
guanidinium functional groups represents the most fundamental difference between 2.1 
and hosts 2.5 and 2.6 whose carboxylate affinities were employed as the strength of the 
binding functional groups of 2.1. 
          The observation of positive cooperativity also implies that the carboxylate guests 
must be able to access the cationic binding sites of host 2.1 at or near the ideal distance 
and orientation involved in the binding of representative fragment carboxylates (acetate, 
succinate and glutarate) with hosts 2.5 and 2.6.  Any disruption of the individual binding 
events when employed in tandem contributes to negative cooperativity.9 
          In the system discussed herein we have shown negative cooperativity to be the 
providence of the entropy of connection (-T∆SS°), which was negative in almost all 
cases.  The unfavorable entropy of connection likely results from diminished solvent 
accessible surface area on larger guest molecules and the reduced residual rotational and 
vibrational motion in the binding pocket as the host-guest association becomes tighter.  
While enthalpic gains were generally countered by a diminishing -T∆SS°, a fundamental 
enthalpic favorability associated with tethering the binding events of host 2.1 resulted in a 
positive ∆GSº, which we have estimated to be at least 1.6 kcal/mol for this system.  2.1 
employs its metal-coordination and ion-pairing binding sites in such a way that the net 
∆GS° is more favorable than would be predicted by the summation of the strength in 
isolation of each binding event (∆GA° + ∆GB°), resulting in a final analysis of positive 
cooperativity for all of the guest A-B systems analyzed in this paper.  We suspect that 






2.4 Experimental Details for Chapter 2 
2.4.1 General 
Reactions were run under an atmosphere of argon unless otherwise indicated.  The 
chemicals were obtained from Acros Organics, Aldrich, Fisher, and Mallinckrodt and 
used without further purification unless otherwise noted.  Methylene chloride and 
triethylamine were distilled over calcium hydride.  Water used during the analysis of the 
hosts and guests or in the preparation of the hosts and guests for analysis was distilled, 
deionized and filtered.  All products were dried for at least 6 hours prior to spectral 
analysis.  A Varian Gemini 400 MHz NMR was used to obtain 1H and 13C spectra.  The 
chemical shifts were referenced relative to TMS, used as an internal standard.  A 
MicroMass AutoSpec-Ultima spectrometer was used to obtain high-resolution mass 
spectra.  The UV-visible absorption measurements were recorded on a Beckman DU640 
spectrometer. ITC thermograms were recorded using an isothermal titration calorimeter 
from Microcal, Inc., MA.   
 
2.4.2 UV-Visible Titrations 
          A typical UV/Vis titration proceeded as follows, although concentrations were 
altered as necessary.  A cuvette with HEPES buffered water (60 mM, pH 7.4) served as 
the blank.  A second cuvette was filled with 1 mL of a solution of the CuII containing host 
(0.8 mM) in buffered water (HEPES, 60 mM, pH 7.4) and the spectrum of this solution 
was recorded.  A second solution identical to the first except for the presence of guest 
(20.27 mM) was added in aliquots to the cuvette and the spectrum recorded between 
aliquots.  The wavelength of maximum difference between the original solution of host 
and the final addition of guest was determined and the absorbance at this wavelength was 
plotted against guest concentration.  Binding constants were calculated by iterative curve 
fitting in ORIGIN using a 1:1 binding algorithm.29  Errors reported are those returned by 




2.4.3 ITC experiments  
          ORIGIN 5.0 software (Microcal, Inc.) was used to calculate the equilibrium 
constant and to determine the standard molar enthalpy.  The weakness of the observed 
binding events required that the binding ratio be fixed at 1:1 prior to curve fitting of the 
thermogram.17, 31  A typical ITC experiment is as follows, although concentrations were 
altered as necessary, usually to generate a sufficiently prominent heat effect from the 
reaction.  A buffered solution of water (HEPES, 60mM, pH 7.4) was loaded in the 
reference cell in all cases.  A solution of the host (2 mM) in buffer solution (HEPES, 
60mM, pH 7.4) was loaded into the titration cell.  The syringe was loaded with around 
250 µL of guest (43.5 mM) also in HEPES buffer (60 mM, pH 7.4).  The syringe was 
positioned in the calorimeter and the following parameters set:  Injection size: 10 µL, 
temperature: 26 ºC, injection interval: 300 s, cell feedback: 15 µcal.  Some titrations 
experienced aggregation during the early injections.  These data were removed and the 
curve fit to the remaining points as described in reference 35.  
          The ∆H’s have been corrected to account for the heat of ionization of the HEPES 
buffer (∆Hion = 3.92 kcal/mol) according to Eq. 5.1, 36  The protonation state of the 
carboxylate guests was calculated from published pKa values, and it was assumed that the 
host-guest interaction would promote the full ionization of the guest molecule.37  The 
fraction of the guest still protonated at pH 7.4 was therefore used as an estimate for N.  
The portion of the ∆Gº not attributable to the exothermicity of the binding event was then 
added to the T∆S portion using Eq. 6.  Because the binding of tricarballate and 1,2,3,4-
butanetetracarboxylic acid to host 2.1 were most affected by this correction, it served 
chiefly to prevent the overestimation of the enthalpic contributor to positive 
cooperativity.  Conversion of averaged raw data from Table 2.6 is shown in Table 2.3.    
∆Hb = ∆Hobs - N∆Hion                                                  (5)                                                                             

















succinate 1 -0.21±0.04 4.45±0.09 0.017 -0.07 -0.14±0.04 4.52±0.09 
succinate 2 0.94±0.35 3.76±0.36 0.017 -0.07 1.08±0.35 3.83±0.36 
succinate 3 -0.23±0.05 1.93±0.21 0.017 -0.07 -0.16±0.05 2.00±0.21 
glutarate 1 0.55±0.12 4.83±0.15 0.046 -0.18 0.73±0.12 5.01±0.15 
glutarate 2 1.43±0.30 4.21±0.31 0.046 -0.18 1.61±0.30 4.39±0.31 
glutarate 3 0.13±0.03 2.47±0.09 0.046 -0.18 0.31±0.03 2.65±0.09 
tricarballate 1 -1.43±0.30 3.17±0.31 0.087 -0.34 -1.09±0.30 3.51±0.31 




-1.54 -1.94±0.73 3.92±0.74 
Table 2.3 Heat of ionization adjustments. 
 
2.4.3.1 ITC Error Analysis 
          The raw ITC data for all runs is shown in Table 2.4.  The number of repeat 
titrations is less than ideal.  It is recommended that future studies employ three repeats of 















2.1 succinate 0.45 8.77 2571 -4.66 -0.210 4.455 
 glutarate 1.45 32.66 1361 -4.28 0.551 4.838 
 tricarballate 1.26 20.17 2342 -4.60 -1.504 3.107 
 tricarballate 0.45 10.85 2342 -4.60 -1.350 3.259 
 tetracarboxylate 0.45 8.95 19430 -5.86 -3.484 2.347 
2.5 acetate 2.00 192.50 16 -1.64 1.448 3.098 
 succinate 2.00 41.74 115 -2.82 0.942 3.758 
 glutarate 2.00 43.54 108 -2.78 1.428 4.207 
2.6 acetate 4.07 162.12 13 -1.52 0.312 1.075 
 succinate 4.07 83.48 34 -2.09 -0.225 1.869 
 succinate 4.68 85.76 42 -2.22 -0.173 2.050 
 glutarate 4.07 87.08 53 -2.36 0.126 2.484 
 glutarate 4.07 87.08 54 -2.37 0.138 2.503 
 glutarate 4.07 82.36 48 -2.30 0.125 2.427 
Table 2.4 Raw data from all ITC titrations. 
 
          Errors were calculated as the average of two standard deviations for all titrations 
for which independently repeated data was available (Table 2.5; Ka = 14%; ∆H = 21%).  
The only exception was the error of succinate binding to host 2.6 (Ka = 30%; ∆H = 37%), 
which was larger than the average error and was therefore applied as such.  This 
averaging method was used because in all cases it returned greater error than did Origin 














                                                     (7) 
 
          The host-guest data after averaging of repeats and application of percent error, but 
before adjustment for heat of ionization of buffer are shown in Table 2.6.  The ΔG error 
was calculated as the difference in ΔG based the given value of Ka and the value of ΔG 
based upon the lower limit of the Ka.  For example, the Ka value for succinate binding to 
host 2.1 is shown as 2571±306 M-1.  The ΔG is therefore -4.66 kcal/mol with a lower 
limit of -4.58 kcal/mol based upon a Ka of 2265 M-1 (2571 - 306).  The difference 
between the primary ΔG value and the possible ΔG within error is 0.08 kcal/mol.  The 
logarithmic nature of Ka means that the lower limit is “more different” than the upper 













(2 x σ) 
% 
2.1 tricarballate 2342    -1.504    
2.1 tricarballate 2342    -1.350    
   2342 0 0  -1.43 0.07 15 
2.6 succinate 34    -0.225    
2.6 succinate 42    -0.173    
   38 5.7 30  -0.20 0.03 37 
2.6 glutarate 53    0.126    
2.6 glutarate 54    0.138    
2.6 glutarate 48    0.125    
   52 3.2 12  0.13 0.01 11 
avg.  
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2.1 succinate 2571±360 -4.66±0.08 -0.21±0.04 4.45±0.09 
 glutarate 1361±191 -4.28±0.09 0.55±0.12 4.83±0.15 
 tricarballate 2342±328 -4.60±0.09 -1.43±0.30 3.17±0.31 
 tetracarboxylate 19430±2720 -5.86±0.09 -3.48±0.73 2.38±0.74 
2.5 acetate 16±2 -1.64±0.07 1.45±0.30 3.09±0.31 
 succinate 115±16 -2.82±0.09 0.94±0.35 3.76±0.36 
 glutarate 108±15 -2.78±0.09 1.43±0.30 4.21±0.31 
2.6 acetate 13±2 -1.5±0.1 0.31±0.07 1.83±0.12 
 succinate 38±11 -2.16±0.2 -0.23±0.05 1.93±0.21 




Table 2.6 Raw or averaged data with error applied. 
          The TΔS was determined from the ΔG and ΔH values, and its error was determined 
using standard error propagation protocol like that shown in Eq. 8.  The error of the ΔG 
and ΔH values was squared, added and then the square root of the resultant value was 
taken to yield z, the error of TΔS.  The errors of the cooperativity values in Table 2.2 






2                                                              (8)  
2.4.3.2 Ionic Strength      
          When the work described in Chapter 2 was carried out it was assumed that the 
maintenance of a consistent and relatively high concentration of buffer (60 mM HEPES) 
would be sufficient to control the ionic strength over the course of each titration and to 
standardize the ionic strength for the comparison of different host-guest systems.  
HEPES, however, exists primarily as a zwitter ion at pH 7.4 (FIG), and a recent study 
using capillary electrophoresis has shown that zwitter ions do not contribute to the ionic 
strength of the solution.39  The ionic strength attributable to the HEPES buffer is 
therefore only due to the deprotonated species which is at a concentration of 25 mM.  








25 mM 35 mM  
Scheme 2.16 60 mM HEPES at pH 7.4.  Zwitterions do not contribute to the ionic 
strength of a solution, therefore only the anionic form of HEPES (left) is setting the ionic 
strength of the solution. 
 
          Because the buffer did not control ionic strength to the extent that was originally 
envisioned, the ionic strength of each titration with respect to the constituent host and 




but in the case of the smaller hosts 2.5 and 2.6 the large amount of guest that was added 
resulted in a final ionic strength that was greater than the baseline ionic strength due to 
the buffer anion.  Evidence that ionic strength is potentially of minimal importance at 
these concentrations is seen in the repeat titration of tricarballate into host 2.1, in which 
the initial ionic strengths was 0.0045 M and 0.0126 M in separate trials (Table 2.7) 
yielded identical Ka values (Table 2.4).  Still, it is recommended that all future studies 
employ a fixed concentration of NaCl to maintain ionic strength.  Ionic strength (I) was 
calculated using Eq. 9, where z is the charge of a particular ion and [x] is its 







































2.1 succinate 0.45 0.0045 8.77 4 1.80 0.005 0.010 
 glutarate 1.45 0.0145 32.66 4 5.80 0.017 0.032 
 tricarballate 1.26 0.0126 20.17 2.5 3.15 0.019 0.032 
 tricarballate 0.45 0.0045 10.85 3.5 1.58 0.010 0.014 
 tetracarboxylate 0.45 0.0045 8.95 2.5 1.13 0.011 0.016 
2.5 acetate 2.00 0.0060 192.50 22 44.00 0.044 0.050 
 succinate 2.00 0.0060 41.74 4.5 9.00 0.027 0.033 
 glutarate 2.00 0.0060 43.54 5.0 10.00 0.030 0.036 
2.6 acetate 4.07 0.0122 162.12 9.0 36.60 0.037 0.049 
 succinate 4.07 0.0122 83.48 4.5 18.32 0.055 0.067 
 succinate 4.68 0.0140 85.76 4.5 21.06 0.063 0.077 
 glutarate 4.07 0.0122 87.08 5.0 20.35 0.061 0.073 
 glutarate 4.07 0.0122 87.08 5.0 20.35 0.061 0.073 
 glutarate 4.07 0.0122 82.36 4.5 18.32 0.055 0.067 
Table 2.7 Ionic strength at the beginning and end of each ITC.  These values do not 
include the base ionic strength of 0.025 M provided by the buffer.  [G]cell is the final 
concentration of guest added at the saturation or end point of the titration. 
 
2.4.4 Synthesis 
Toluene-4-sulfonic acid 6-hydroxymethyl-pyridin-2-ylmethyl ester (2.13) and 2,6-
[Bis(toluene-4-sulfonic acid methyl ester)]pyridine (2.21) : 2,6-pyridinedimethanol 




minutes.  Ag2O (27.55 g, 118.9 mmol), KI (2.6328 g, 15.86 mmol) and p-toluenesulfonyl 
chloride (16.631 g, 87.23 mmol) were added and the reaction was allowed to warm to 
room temperature.  After 3 hours the reaction mixture was filtered through a silica plug to 
remove silver salts and products were eluted through with ethyl acetate (100 mL).  The 
solution was concentrated in vacuo to a reddish-white solid.  The crude mixture was 
purified by silica gel column chromatography (solvent ramping from CH2Cl2 to ethyl 
acetate) to yield the desired monotosyl product in 63% yield (13.7 g, 46.7 mmol) as a 
bright red oil that becomes a solid after a few days under high vacuum. 1H NMR 
(CDCl3): 7.23 (m, 2H), 7.69 (t, 1H), 7.34 (m, 2H), 7.31 (d, 1H), 7.19 (d, 1H), 5.13 (s, 
2H), 4.69 (s, 2H), 2.45 (s, 3H).  13C NMR (CDCl3): 159.0, 152.6, 145.2, 137.7, 132.8, 
129.9, 128.1, 120.6, 120.1, 71.5, 63.8, 21.7.  HRMS (CI+) C14 H16 N O4 S m/z: 294.0806; 
calcd: 294.0800. Also recovered was the ditosyl product in 17% yield (6.1315 g, 13.7 
mmol) as a greenish white solid. 1H NMR (CDCl3): 7.80 (d of t, 4H), 7.69 (t, 1H), 7.33 
(d, 6H), 5.05 (s, 4H), 2.44 (s, 6H). 13C NMR (CDCl3): 153.5, 145.2, 137.9, 132.7, 129.9, 
128.1, 121.4, 71.3, 21.7.  HRMS (CI+) C21 H22 N O6 S2 m/z: 448.0891; calcd 448.0889.        
  
(6-Aminomethyl-pyridin-2-yl)-methanol (2.15): 2.13 (1.57 g, 5.34 mmol) in DMF (10 
mL) was added dropwise to a solution of potassium phthalimide   (1.01 g, 5.45 mmol) in 
DMF (35 mL).  The reaction was stirred for 5 hours at 40 ºC then cooled to room 
temperature.  Water (50 mL) was added and the solution extracted with DCM (3 x 40 
mL).  The organic layer was dried over sodium sulfate and concentrated in vacuo and the 
solid residue was washed with light petroleum ether then dried again under vacuum to 
hard off-white solid, 2.14 (1.49 g, 5.55 mmol).  Unpurified 2.14 was stirred in absolute 
ethanol (75 mL), 98% hydrazine (0.25 mL, 7.96 mmol) was added and the suspension 
stirred 4 hours at reflux.  After cooling, suspension filtered and concentrated in vacuo to 
fluffy brown solid.  Crude solid dissolved in 0.1 N HCl (30 mL) and washed with CHCl3 
(30 mL).  The aqueous layer was neutralized with NaHCO3 and continuously extracted 
for 36 hours with CHCl3.  The organic layer was dried over sodium sulfate and 
concentrated in vacuo to yield the product as colorless oil.  X-ray quality crystals 




1H), 7.21 (d, 1H), 7.10 (d, 1H), 4.68 (s, 2H), 3.89 (s, 2H), 3.19 (b, 3H).  13C NMR 
(CDCl3): 163.4, 163.2, 140.4, 122.7, 121.8, 67.5, 50.3.  HRMS (CI+) C7 H11 N2 O m/z: 
139.0873; calcd: 139.0871. 
 
(6-Hydroxymethyl-pyridin-2-ylmethyl)-carbamic acid tert-butyl ester (2.16): 2.15 
(0.584 g, 4.22 mmol) and triethylamine (1.2 mL, 8.61 mmol) were dissolved in CHCl3 
(10mL).  Di-tert-butyl carbonate (1.84 g, 8.44 mmol) in CHCl3 (2 mL) was added 
dropwise and the reaction stirred 2 hours at room temperature.  The solution was 
concentrated in vacuo and the solid residue dissolved in ethyl acetate (50 mL).   The 
organic layer was washed with water (3 x 10 mL), dried over sodium sulfate and 
concentrated in vacuo.  Product purified on silica gel chromatography (solvent ramping 
from DCM to 9:1 DCM:MeOH) to yield white solid (0.730 g, 3.06 mmol).  73% yield.  
1H NMR (CDCl3):  7.67 (t, 1H), 7.21 (d, 1H), 7.18 (d, 1H), 5.70 (b, 1H), 4.75 (s, 2H), 
4.43 (d, 2H), 1.48 (s, 9H).  13C NMR (CDCl3):  158.6, 156.8, 156.0, 137.4, 120.2, 119.0, 
79.7, 64.0, 45.7, 28.4.  HRMS (CI+) C12 H19 N2 O3 m/z: 239.1398; calcd: 239.1396.          
 
(6-Formyl-pyridin-2-ylmethyl)-carbamic acid tert-butyl ester (2.17): 2.16 (0.812 g, 
3.4 mmol) was dissolved in DCM (10 mL).  (1,1,1-triacetoxy)-1,1-dihydro-1,2-
benziodox-ol-3(1H)-one (1.58 g, 3.73 mmol) was added and the reaction stirred at room 
temperature for 0.5 hours.  The suspension was diluted with ether (20 mL) then treated 
with 1 M NaOH (40 mL) and stirred to dissolve.  The organic layer was washed with 
water (20 mL) and brine (20 mL) then dried over sodium sulfate and concentrated in 
vacuo to light beige solid (0.679g, 2.88 mmol).  85% yield.  1H NMR (CDCl3):  10.06 (s, 
1H), 7.86 (m, 2H), 7.52 (m, 1H), 5.56 (b, 1H), 4.54 (d, 2H), 1.48 (s, 9H).  13C NMR 
(CDCl3):  193.3, 158.6, 156.0, 152.2, 137.7, 125.9, 120.3, 79.9, 28.4, 27.8.  HRMS (CI+) 
C12 H17 N2 O3 m/z: 237.1238; calcd: 237.1239. 
1-[N-6-[(1,1-dimethylethoxy)carbonyl]aminomethyl-pyridin-2-ylmethyl]-
aminomethyl-3,5-[4,5-dihydro-N-(1,1-dimethylethoxy)carbonyl-imidazol-2-
yl]aminomethyl-2,4,6-triethylbenzene (2.19): 2.17 (0.288 g, 0.490 mmol) and 2.18 




hours.  Water was removed by azeotrope as a portion of toluene (ca. 5 mL) was removed 
under reduced pressure.  The reaction was stirred at 50 ºC for another 0.5 hours and the 
azeotrope procedure was repeated. The reaction was stirred at 50 ºC for another 0.5 
hours, and the solution was concentrated in vacuo to 2-3 mL.  The oily concentrate 
dissolved in methanol (3 mL) and NaBH4 was added to the solution, and the reaction 
stirred at room temperature for 4.5 hours.  Water (0.5 mL) and K2CO3 (2 g) were added 
to quench the excess borohydride and neutralize the mixture.  The slurry stirred for 10 
minutes and was evaporated to dryness in vacuo.  The residue was stirred with DCM (25 
mL), and the precipitate filtered.  The filtrate was concentrated in vacuo. Product purified 
on silica gel chromatography (solvent ramping from DCM to DCM:MeOH:ammonia 
saturated MeOH 10:1:1) to yield a sticky yellow solid (0.301 g, 0.373 mmol).  80% yield.  
1H NMR (CDCl3) 7.63 (t, 1H), 7.29 (d, 1H), 7.15 (d, 1H), 6.63 (b, 2H), 5.61 (b, 1H), 4.42 
(d, 6H), 4.03 (d, 2H), 3.74 (m, 10H), 2.77 (m, 6H), 1.46 (s, 9H), 1.43 (s, 18H), 1.20 (m, 
9H).  13C NMR (CDCl3) 159.6, 156.9, 156.0, 153.5, 152.5, 143.7, 137.1, 134.5, 132.1, 
120.9, 119.8, 81.8, 79.4, 55.9, 49.1, 47.3, 46.9, 45.8, 41.1, 28.4, 28.2, 23.1, 22.8, 16.7, 
16.6.  HRMS (CI+) C43 H68 N9 O6 m/z: 806.527092 calcd: 806.529257. 
1-(N-6-aminomethyl-pyridin-2-ylmethyl)aminomethyl-2,4,6-triethyl-3,5-[(2-
imidazolin-2-yl-amino)methyl]benzene (2.20):  2.19 (0.199 g, 0.246 mmol) was 
dissolved in DCM:trifluoroacetic acid 1:1, and the reaction was stirred at room 
temperature overnight.  The solvent was removed in vacuo to yellow film.  The residue 
was washed with diethyl ether (2x10 mL), dried in vacuo, dissolved in water (50 mL), 
ion-exchanged with Amberlite IRA-400 (Cl) ion-exchanger, and the product was 
lyophilized to give 2.20 as its hydrochloride salt (0.116 g).  The content of 2.20 in the 
lyophilized product was determined to be 62% by weight by CuCl2 titration into an 
aqueous solution of 2.20 and observing the ΔA at 656 nm.  The impurities are HCl and 
H2O.  1H NMR (D2O) 7.91 (t, 1H), 7.47 (d, 2H), 4.50 (s, 2H), 4.35 (d, 8H), 3.68 (s, 8H), 
2.62 (m, 6H), 1.09 (t, 3H), 1.00 (t, 6H).  13C NMR (D2O) 159.5, 152.4, 150.5, 147.2, 
146.1, 139.8, 130.3, 126.0, 124.0, 124.1, 123.2, 51.2, 45.0, 43.2, 43.1, 41.0, 23.4, 22.9, 




2,6-Bisaminomethylpyridine 2HCl (2.23):  2.21 (5.5803 g, 12.47 mmol), potassium 
phthalimide (4.85 g, 26.2 mmol), and K2CO3 (471 mg, 3.4 mmol) were dissolved in dry 
DMF (45 mL) and taken to 160 ºC where it was allowed to stir overnight.  The thick 
slurry was then vacuum filtered after which the solid was put under high vacuum over 
night.  Without further purification, the 2,6-bisphthalimidomethylpyridine (4.7695 g, 
12.01 mmol) was added to conc. HCl (75 mL), and the suspension was refluxed for 4 
hours.  After cooling to room temperature, the crystalline product was vacuum filtered 
and washed with ethanol.  After drying the white crystals under high vacuum the yield 
was found to be 44% (5.0695 g, 5.5 mmol).  By isolating the aqueous filtrate before the 
ethanol rinse and reducing its volume in vacuo by half a second smaller crystal yield was 
obtainable.  However, the purity of this second crystal harvest proved highly variable.    
The H1 NMR pure product was not water free, and the content of 2.23 in the crystalline 
product was determined to be 90% by weight by CuCl2 titration into an aqueous solution 
of 2.23 and observing the ΔA at 630 nm. 1H NMR (D2O) 7.79 (t, 1H), 7.33 (d, 2H), 4.28 
(s, 4H). 13C NMR (D2O) 151.7, 139.3, 122.3, 42.9.  HRMS (CI+) C7 1H8 2H4 N3 m/z: 
142.1285 calcd: 142.1282.    
[3-(Acetylamino-methyl)-5-(tert-butoxycarbonylamino-methyl)-2,4,6-triethyl-
benzyl]-carbamic acid tert-butyl ester (2.25):  In a 60 mL Nalgene bottle, 2.2440 (561.1 
mg, 1.25 mmol) dissolved in CH2Cl2 (3 mL) was treated with acetic anhydride (0.5 mL, 
5.29 mmol).  The solution was then treated with 0.5 N NaOH (2 mL) and the biphasic 
system was capped and shaken vigorously with occasional venting for 5 minutes.  H2O 
(20 mL) and CH2Cl2 (20 mL) were added and the mixture transferred to a separatory 
funnel.  The organic layer was separated and concentrated in vacuo to an off-white foam.  
The crude mixture was purified by silica gel chromatography (solvent ramping from 
CH2Cl2 to 10% ammonia saturated methanol: CH2Cl2) to yield the product as an off-
white foam (323.3 mg, 0.66 mmol).  53% yield. 1H NMR (CDCl3) 4.36 (d, 2H), 4.26 (d, 
4H), 2.65 (m, 6H), 1.90 (s, 3H), 1.37 (s, 18H), 1.12 (m, 9H). 13C NMR (CDCl3) 174.1, 
169.7, 155.238, 143.7, 132.5, 131.8, 79.4, 53.3, 38.6, 38.1, 28.3, 22.8, 20.7, 16.3.  HRMS 




N-(3,5-Bis-aminomethyl-2,4,6-triethyl-benzyl)-acetamide (2.26): 2.25 (323.3 mg, 0.66 
mmol) was dissolved in CH2Cl2:trifluoroacetic acid 1:1, and the reaction was stirred at 
room temperature 2 hours.  The reaction mixture was then concentrated in vacuo to a 
thick yellow oil, which upon treatment with diethylether yielded a white film on the 
reaction vessel.  The diethylether was pipetted out, and the white film was dried under 
high vacuum.  The white solid was then dissolved in 2N NaOH (100 mL) and extracted 
twice with CH2Cl2 (100 mL and 50 mL).  The organic layer was washed with brine (100 
mL) then dried with Na2SO4.  The CH2Cl2 was removed in vacuo, and the sample dried 
under vacuum overnight to a light yellow film (136.5 mg, 0.468 mmol) and was used 
without further purification.  85% yield. 1H NMR (D2O) 7.79 (t, 1H), 7.33 (d, 2H), 4.28 
(s, 4H). 13C NMR (D2O) 173.9, 146.7, 144.9, 132.2, 128.0, 38.1, 37.0, 23.2, 23.1, 21.8, 
15.4, 15.3.  HRMS (CI+) C17 1H25 2H5 N3 O m/z: 297.2705 calcd: 297.2703.    
1-(N-acyl)aminomethyl-2,4,6-triethyl-3,5-[[4,5-dihydro-N-(1,1-dimethylethoxy)-
carbonyl-imidazol-2-yl]aminomethyl]benzene (2.28): 2.26 (562 mg, 1.93 mmol) was 
dissolved in methanol:acetic acid 10:1 (13.2 mL).  N-t-Boc-2-methylthio-2-imidazole 
(855 mg, 3.96 mmol) was added, and the reaction mixture stirred at 50 ºC overnight.  The 
reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo to a yellow oil then dissolved in CH2Cl2 (50 
mL).  The solution was washed with saturated K2CO3 (aq., 50 mL), H2O (50 mL) and 
brine (50 mL) and then dried with Na2SO4.  The crude mixture was concentrated in vacuo 
and purified by silica gel chromatography (solvent ramping from CH2Cl2 to 10% 
ammonia saturated methanol: CH2Cl2) to yield an off-white foam (878.5 mg, 1.4 mmol) 
in 73% yield. 1H NMR (CDCl3) 6.54 (bs, 2H), 5.68 (bs, 1H), 4.36 (m, 6H), 3.68 (m, 8H), 
2.69 (q, 2H), 2.63 (q, 4H), 1.90 (s, 3H), 1.36 (s, 18H), 1.14 (m,9H). 13C NMR (D2O) 
169.8, 153.3, 152.5, 144.3, 143.9, 132.3, 131.4, 81.9, 70.4, 48.8, 46.7, 40.9, 38.3, 28.1, 
23.0, 22.8, 16.5, 16.3.  HRMS (CI+) C33 H54 N7 O5 m/z: 628.4188 calcd: 628.4186. 
 
1-(N-acyl)aminomethyl-2,4,6-triethyl-3,5-[(2-imidazolin-2-yl-amino)methyl]benzene 
(2.6):  2.28 (878.5 mg, 1.4 mmol) was dissolved in CH2Cl2:trifluoroacetic acid 1:1, and 




concentrated in vacuo to a thick yellow oil, which upon treatment with diethylether 
yielded a chalky white precipitate.  The ethylether was removed by pipette, and the white 
solid let to dry under high vacuum overnight.  The sample was dissolved in H2O (50 mL) 
and ion-exchanged with Amberlite IRA-400 (Cl) ion-exchanger, and the product was 
lyophilized to give 2.6 as its hydrochloride salt (0.637 g).  The yellowish solid was 
dissolved in H2O (10 mL) and determined to consist of 89% 2.6 by weight by adding a 
known quantity of methanol to an aliquot of the aqueous solution in D2O and comparing 
the relative peak integrations.  Calculated final yield is 81% (0.565 g, 1.13 mmol). 1H 
NMR (D2O) 4.35 (s, 6H), 3.67 (s, 8H), 2.60 (m, 6H), 1.90 (s, 3H), 1.05 (m, 9H).  13C 
NMR (D2O) 173.8, 159.5, 145.6, 144.8, 131.6, 129.7, 43.0, 41.0, 38.3, 22.734, 22.698, 
21.8, 15.5, 15.4.  HRMS (CI+) C23 1H32 2H7 N7 O Cl m/z: 471.3341 calcd: 471.3344. 
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Chapter 3. A Minimally Differential Array Sensor:  The Detection and 
Differentiation of Nitrated Explosives Using Fluorescence Quenching 
and the Hydrophobic Effect. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
          When multiple sensors are employed simultaneously but discretely this is called a 
sensor array.  The field of molecular sensing has historically focused upon the design and 
synthesis of sensors that are sensitive and selective for a single analyte. Cross-reactive 
sensor molecules, those showing sensitivity for both the analyte of interest and for other 
molecules of the same class, have generally been considered unsuccessful designs.  It has 
been shown, however, that cross-reactive sensors employed in an array format will 
generate unique response patterns that can be used to identify specific analytes.1  The 
utility of cross-reactive sensors is complemented by the facility of their design and 
synthesis in comparison to highly selective sensors.  The Anslyn group is interested in the 
limit of cross reactivity between sensors in an array format.   
          Our approach was to design and implement an array using highly promiscuous 
sensors to detect minimally differentiated analytes. To this end, we report a differential 
array of micelle-solubilized fluorophores for the detection and identification of small 
nitrated explosive analytes.  The quenching ability of the analytes can be used to correlate 
their analyte identity, wherein the quenching patterns generated from the differential 
array are used in linear discriminant analysis (LDA).  LDA results in a well-clustered 
two-dimensional plot, and a jack-knife analysis of the data suggests that this system can 
be used to identify unknown samples of analyte with 96% accuracy and with a detection 
limit of 19 µM. 
3.1.1 A brief history of array sensing using supramolecular techiniques 
          Much of the early work on array sensing has been inspired by the mammalian 
senses of taste and smell.  Just as the tongue uses only a few types of sensors in the form 
of taste buds to differentiate an effectively limitless number of flavors, so too have 




“electronic tongues” was the result of a collaborative effort at The University of Texas at 
Austin.  The array consists of micrometer sized polymer beads that reside in micro 
machined wells that control fluid exposure of the bead. The beads have various appended 
chemical functionalities that have been specifically chosen,2 or are the result of strategic 
combinatorial syntheses.3  Both on-bead signaling systems have been used, as well as 
extensive variations of indicator displacement assay (IDA) protocol.2  The basic setup of 
the electronic tongue is shown in Figure 3.25. 
 
 
Figure 3.25 The Electronic Tongue.  Light is passed through a bead that has been 
treated with an analyte solution and is recorded by CCD camera.  The spectral qualities of 
the light are dissected according to attenuation of red, green and blue and coverted to data 
for use in pattern recognition protocols.     
 
          A few of the applications for which the electronic tongue proved effective were the 
discrimination of proteins and tripeptides (Figure 3.26).3,4  In fact, array sensors have 
proven effective for a number of protein, peptide and amino acid analytes.5  In another 
example from the Anslyn group, a 96-well plate array of three hosts and three indicators 
in different combinations was sufficient to discriminate five hydrophobic amino acids 























































3.1 3.2  
Figure 3.26 Bead mounted receptors used in the UT electronic tongue.  Libraries of 
these receptors were generated by combinatorial synthesis of the tripeptide arms.  The 
library on the left was able to differentiate a series of proteins while the CuII-containing 















3.3 3.4 3.5  
Figure 3.27 Copper (II) complexes that enantiomerically distinguish amino acids.  
These complexes were used in combination with the indicators pyrocatechol violet, 
chromaxane cyanin R, and chrome azurole S to create an IDA style array.  
 
The patterns generated by the array were submitted to principle components analysis 
(PCA), and one of the most interesting observations of this work was the clear 
differentiation of the axes of the PCA.  The amino acids were sorted along the primary 
axis according to binding affinity, while the secondary axis served to demarcate the L- 
and D-amino acids. 
          Another array system for the detection of proteins, which provided much 




shown that polyanionic polymeric surfactants with pendant fluorophores form fluorescent 
micelles in water that are quenched to different degrees by a variety of metalloproteins 
(Figure 3.28).7  Expanding upon this work, the Thayumanavan group used a similar 
polyelectrolyte that did not have a covalently attached fluorophore and co-dissolved a 
series of fluorophores, which bound the micelle interior.  When metalloproteins analytes 
were added, they migrated to the exterior of the anionic polymer and quenched the 
fluorescence of the bound fluorophore.  The array of bound fluorophores was shown to 














3.6 3.7  
Figure 3.28 Polyelectrolyte amphiphiles.  Micellar formations of these polymers in 
water have been shown to sense and differentiate metalloproteins.  The polymer on the 
left has a covalently attached fluorophore while the polymer on the right was used in 
conjunction with a series of co-dissolved fluorophores. 
 
          Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIP) are polymeric matrices synthesized in the 
presence of a template molecule, which is then removed to leave a cavity that is shape 
specific for the template (Scheme 3.17).  The rapidity of this process and the modest 
selectivity of the resultant sensors makes it ideal for the generation of differential arrays.  
Shimizu et al. have proven this concept by using an MIP generated IDA array to 
differentiate between six templated amines and a seventh amine that was not templated 
for but which nonetheless was sensed and differentiated by the array.9  This study is an 
excellent example of an array that tested the limits of cross-reactivity, much in keeping 






Scheme 3.17 Molecularly imprinted polymers.  Polymerization in the presence of a 












3.8 3.9 3.10  
Figure 3.29 Simple dyes from the Suslick array.  Metalloporphyrins, 3.8, 
solvatochromic dyes (Reichert’s is shown, 3.9) and pH indicators (phenol red shown, 
3.10) 
 
          A final array that also demonstrates the power of minimally discriminatory agents 
when employed en masse comes from the Suslick group.10  Various Lewis basic 
metalloporphyrins, solvatochromic dyes, and acid and base sensitive pH indicators were 
arrayed on a commercially available hydrophobic surface (Figure 3.29).  When exposed 
to amines, aromatic amines, thiols and a few different types of oxygen containing 
compounds in water the array displays diagnostic patterns.  The pattern recognition 
algorithm of choice for this study was hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA).  HCA 
expresses relationships between samples in a dendrograms, and indeed the group 
classifications in the Suslick study were highly ordered according to functional group.  
The same array was also quite adept at identifying complex mixtures as evidenced by the 
differentiation of twelve commercially available soft drinks.10  The use of array sensing 
and pattern recognition protocols to translate supramolecular sensor output into 




with numerous examples from our own group, and from the supramolecular community 
at large.5,11,12 
 
3.2 The Detection and Differentiation of Nitrated Explosives   
3.2.1 Background and significance 
          Despite useful roles in construction and demolition, nitrated explosives are most 
notorious for their use in military capacities and in terrorism campaigns.  The presence of 
nitrated aromatic compounds such as tetryl (3.11) and TNT (3.12), and nitramines such as 
RDX (3.14) and HMX (3.15), is directly correlated with criminal intent or the presence of 
ordinances such as unexploded landmines or cluster bombs.  The desire for sensitive, 






























          Numerous analytical methods for explosives detection have been developed13 
including chromatographic methods using UV,14,15 indirect fluorescence,16,17 and 
amperometric detection methods.18 A biomimetic system was recently reported for the 
detection of dinitrotoluene,19 and various mass spectrometry methods20,21,22 for the 
detection of nitrated analytes are known.  Additionally, the use of fluorescence quenching 
in numerous polymers23,24,25 and other solid-state media26,27 has been extensively 
investigated.  Many of these systems have been well refined and are quite powerful.  
Swager et al. have reported a series of pentiptycene polymers that are particularly 
sensitive to nitroaromatics (Figure 3.30).28,29  The special fluorescence properties of these 




pentiptycene moiety.30  The porosity of the resulting polymer minimizes self-quenching 
and presents a high surface area to incoming fluorescence quenching analytes.  A thin 
film flow cell variant of this technology has been commercialized.31 
 
n = 56 000
C14H29O
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Figure 3.30 Polymeric pentriptycene TNT sensors.  Developed by the Swager group, 
these polymers exhibit excellent fluorescence quenching in the presence of nitrated 
aromatics like TNT.   
 
          Fewer studies have probed the non-chromatographic, spectrophotometric detection 
and differentiation of non-aromatic nitrated explosives.  Andrew and Swager recently 
reported an impressive turn-on system for the fluorescence detection of RDX and PETN 
that also differentiates the two compounds.32  Their system relies on the photooxidation 
of a zinc-coordinated acridine dye to a fluorescent acridinium species in the presence of 
RDX or PETN, but not TNT (Scheme 3.18).  Using this method, RDX and PETN were 
detectable at 70 µM and 130 µM concentrations respectively.  This system is one of the 
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Scheme 3.18 A turn-on fluorescent sensor for RDX and PETN.  Photoreaction of the 
zinc-acridine on the left in the presence of RDX or PETN generates the more fluorescent 
acridinium species. 
           
          Nitroaromatic and nitramine explosives such as TNT and RDX generally lack the 
basic and acidic functionalities that serve as “handles” in the design of selective 
supramolecular sensors.  However, these compounds are known to quench the 
fluorescence of pyrene (3.19) as well as other polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and 
this quenching ability differs among compounds.16 Therefore, by monitoring pyrene 
fluorescence it is possible to sense the presence of nitrated explosives.  To enhance this 
quenching and hence the sensitivity of a quenching based detection assay, we thought 
that it would be possible to sequester the pyrene in micelles in order to promote 
interaction between the micelle bound pyrene and the hydrophobic explosives.  An 
analogous concept is a well-established method for determining the mean aggregation 










          A micellar solution was used to concentrate the analytes in the hydrophobic portion 




assay.  First, the sensitivity of the assay should be improved because the analyte is more 
likely to reside in the micelle than in the bulk aqueous solution, and it is therefore more 
available to quench pyrene than its nominal concentration in the bulk surfactant solution 
would indicate.  Second, while the pyrene is hydrophobic enough to be dissolved almost 
exclusively in the interior of the micelles,34 the small, nitrated explosives are present to 
some degree in the aqueous medium.  The differential hydrophobicity of the analytes 
implies that they will partition to different degrees between the micellar interior and the 
aqueous medium.  This partitioning affects their ability to quench pyrene, and acts as 
another variable by which the analytes can be differentiated.  Finally, pyrene is strongly 
quenched by molecular oxygen, an attribute that plagues its use in many sensing 
applications.35  In the interior of a micelle, however, pyrene is known to be relatively 
insensitive to O2,34 making this micellar sensing assay amenable to routine bench top use 
without stringent methods to exclude O2.  With these postulates, we set forth to design an 
array for the detection and differentiation of the explosives and to thereby test the limits 
of non-selectivity in array sensing. 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Design criteria 
          The ability of nitrated compounds to quench the fluorescence of PAHs lessens as 
one goes from nitroaromatics to nitramines to nitroaliphatics.  While the difference in 
quenching ability between classes is quite large, the differences within a class are subtler.  
To differentiate closely related species such as TNT, tetryl, and nitrobenzene (3.13), or 
RDX and HMX, we applied our micelle/fluorophore system in an array format.  By using 
solutions of pyrene, pyrene excimer, a pyrene-perylene (3.20) fluorescence resonance 
energy transfer (FRET) pair, and a diphenylanthracene (DPA, 3.21) solution, we created 
an array of fluorophores dissolved in an aqueous solution of the commercial, nonionic, 
polysorbate surfactant Tween 80.   
         In designing our sensor array it was important to maintain the simplicity of the 




analytes.  Pyrene was chosen because of its ability to be quenched by nitrated species.  
DPA is not well quenched by nitrated species, but its high quantum efficiency means that 
any excitation light intercepted by the UV absorbing nitroaromatics will result in an 
attenuation of DPA fluorescence.  Such absorption is far outmatched by quenching in the 
case of pyrene.  Beyond simple solutions of pyrene or DPA, a higher concentration 
excimer emitting solution of pyrene was also used as well as a pyrene to perylene 
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) system.  The logic behind the selection of 
the last two-fluorophore systems is discussed later. 
          Different nitrated analytes produce distinct patterns of fluorescence quenching that 
are diagnostic for the presence of that particular explosive.  These quenching patterns can 
be translated into 2-dimensional plots using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) or 
principle component analysis (PCA).  PCA is an unsupervised technique and is used to 
detect relationship between analytes.  It is sufficient to determine if an array setup is 
working.  LDA, on the other hand, is a supervised technique that permits the 
classification of analytes.  The location of an unknown analyte on an LDA plot reveals its 
chemical identity. 
3.3.1.1 Practical considerations when designing a 96-well array for sensing 
          When designing an array sensor one should begin by assuming that variance 
between 96-well plates will exceed variance within a 96-well plate.  The point of this 
assumption is to avoid false positives due to apparent between-plate differences that one 
may attribute to interactions between sensor solutions and analytes. An example is shown 
in FIGURE.  The example on the left shows the proper configuration of analyte to host or 
variable.  Each plate includes both analytes, so the analyte differences with respect to 
each of the hosts/variables are not conflated with between plate differences.  In this way 
false positives are minimized.  If logistics force the experimenter to test different analytes 
on different plates then a control should be run: run the experiment without adding any 
analytes and see if the blank solutions are differentiated by plate using pattern 
recognition.  If so, this differentiation should be dwarfed by differentiations generated in 











Figure 3.31 Two ways to design an array plate.  Array design I. avoids between plate 
variability which could create false positives in novel system.  Array design II. can create 
the impression that the analytes are being differentiated when in fact the host A and host 
B solutions are responding to small differences in plate preparation, a sensitivity that is 
difficult to predict a priori.  
 
3.3.2 The role of micelles 
          Before creating the sensor array it was important to confirm the principle that a 
micellar solution of fluorophore is indeed more sensitive to quenching by the nitrated 
analytes than an equivalent concentration of fluorophore in an organic solvent. To this  
end two analogous solutions of pyrene (20 µM) were titrated with TNT (4.4 mM in 
MeCN).  In one case the pyrene was dissolved in MeCN while in the other the pyrene 
was dissolved in an aqueous 2 mM solution of the nonionic polysorbate surfactant Tween 
80.  While the absolute fluorescence and hence the absolute change in fluorescence were 
higher for pyrene in MeCN (Figure 3.32), Stern-Volmer data clearly show a higher 
quenching efficiency in the micellar solution (Figure 3.33).  The non-linearity of the 
Stern-Volmer plot in the micellar solution implies that a static quenching is occurring; 
therefore, a complex is forming between TNT and pyrene prior to photoexcitation.  This 
complex is believed to result from pyrene’s exclusive residency in the micelles, and the 
analyte’s propensity to gather there as well, creating a high effective concentration of the 






Figure 3.32 Quenching of pyrene monomer emission. Excitation λmax 336 nm.  , TNT 
into pyrene (20 µM) in MeCN (anaerobic);, TNT into pyrene (20 µM) in Tween 80 (2 
mM) in water; , TNT into pyrene (20 µM) in MeCN (aerobic); , MeCN into pyrene 
(20 µM) in Tween 80 (2 mM) in water.  TNT was added as a solution of MeCN, 
therefore MeCN was added neat as a control.  The y-axis is presented as –Δ intensity. a.u. 
= arbitrary units. 
 
Figure 3.33 Stern-Volmer plots of the titration data from Figure 3.32.  The symbols are 
unchanged from Figure 3.32.  Io/I is the ratio of the original intensity over the intensity 
after the addition of quencher.  The linear plots indicate dynamic quenching behavior 




          Evidence of a similar assembly phenomenon is found in the pyrene surfactant 
solution itself.  According to published values, the concentration of micelles in a 2 mM 
Tween 80 solution is 34 µM36 indicating a ratio of 0.59 pyrene molecules per micelle 
when pyrene is at 20 µM. Indeed, at this concentration some pyrene excimer emission is 
already apparent, and at higher pyrene concentrations in the 2 mM Tween 80 solution, 
pyrene monomer emission continues to give way to excimer emission (Figure 3.34), a 
phenomenon not seen in MeCN until pyrene concentration reaches ~ 1 mM. 37  The low 
concentration excimer formation is further evidence of the small habitable volume for 
hydrophobes in the micellar solution.  It should be pointed out that while pyrene resides 
in the hydrophobic interior of the micelle, smaller compounds such as TNT and RDX are 
expected to exist primarily at the micelle-water interface, migrating inward only as their 
concentration increases.34  Despite the different micellar solvation modes, the pyrene and 
nitrated explosives are proximal and quenching is promoted in the micellar solutions as 
evidenced by the Stern-Volmer plot. 
          Besides enhanced quenching, a second advantage of micellar solutions of pyrene is 
the protection of pyrene from quenching by adventitious oxygen. When TNT is added to 
pyrene in MeCN in the presence of oxygen (Figure 3.33), the Stern-Volmer plot indicates 
a markedly weaker sensitivity to the presence of the nitroaromatic analyte.  Figure 3.35 
illustrates the rapidity with which a rigorously anaerobic solution of pyrene in MeCN can 
become quenched by atmospheric oxygen.  Differential O2 exposure across a 96-well 
plate during assay preparation would skew quenching profiles for the nitrated analytes, 






Figure 3.34 Pyrene excimer formation.  The pyrene excimer grows in at lower 
concentrations in Tween 80 (2 mM) in water than in organic solvents.  The excitation 
λmax becomes longer as pyrene becomes more concentrated, from λmax (20 µM)/336 nm 
to λmax (100 µM)/342 nm. 
 
 
Figure 3.35 The quenching of pyrene by atmospheric oxygen.  The quenching of pyrene 
emission (20 µM, λmax 372 nm) upon exposure to O2 is solvent dependent.  , MeCN; 




3.3.3 Pyrene response 
          Figure 3.36 shows differential quenching of pyrene by a series of nitrated 
compounds. Nitroaromatics are distinctly better quenchers of pyrene fluorescence than 
the nitramine compounds, and it is possible to differentiate singly, triply and quadruply 
nitrated aromatics (nitrobenzene, TNT and tetryl) at the ~0.1 mM point of the titration.  
RDX and HMX, however, are hardly distinguishable from each other even late in the 
titration data.  In fact, at the micromolar concentrations at which an effective explosives 
sensor must operate, all of the analytes show highly similar signals.  Therefore, the 
fluorescence modulation of a pyrene-micelle solution alone is insufficient to reliably 
sense and differentiate the explosive compounds at low concentrations.  Stern-Volmer 
plots (Figure 3.37), however, reveal the fundamental differences in the quenching 
behavior of these nitrated species.  It is these differences that are amplified by the use of 
subtly different fluorophore solution when applied in array format.  
 
 
Figure 3.36 The quenching of pyrene in Tween 80 by nitrated analytes.  Pyrene (20 
µM) in Tween 80 (2 µM) in water was titrated with: , tetryl; , TNT; , nitrobenzene; 







Figure 3.37 Stern-Volmer plots of the Titration Data from Figure 3.36.  Pyrene (20 
µM) in Tween 80 (2 µM) in water was titrated with: , tetryl; , TNT; , nitrobenzene; 
, RDX; , HMX; , MeCN.  Io/I is the ratio of the original intensity over the intensity 
after the addition of quencher.  The linear plots indicate dynamic quenching behavior 
while the curved plots indicate static quenching. 
 
3.3.4 Pyrene excimer response 
          According to Focsaneanu and Scaiano, pyrene monomer emission and pyrene 
excimer emission are quenched in different ratios by different nitrated species in 
MeCN.37 We confirmed that this is also the case in Tween 80 micelle solution.  RDX and 
TNT show diverging ratios of monomer and excimer emission as their concentrations 
increase (Figure 3.38).  Such ratiometric quenching is detectable in the 96-well plate 
reader by reading emissions through two separate filters.  The sample (fluorophore 
solution in the presence of analyte) is excited by light passed through a 340/11 nm 
bandwidth filter, then emission readings are taken from a 380/20 nm filter and a 460/40 
nm filter, bandwidths corresponding roughly to pyrene monomer and excimer emissions  
(Figure 3.39).  Along with an analyte’s ability to quench pyrene monomer fluorescence 




and excimer emission.  Clearly, the addition of this data will aid in further separation of 
TNT and RDX. 
 
 
Figure 3.38 The ratio of pyrene monomer to excimer emission.  Pyrene (20 µM) in 
Tween 80 (2 mM) in water.  The ratio of monomer to excimer emission intensity 
increases as TNT () is titrated into the system, while staying effectively the same as 






Figure 3.39 Bandwidths of emission filters in the 96-well plate reader.  The spectrum of 
pyrene (60 µM) in Tween 80 (2 mM) in water is shown.  The emission filters are aligned 
with the UV emission of the pyrene monomer and the visible blue emission of the 
excimer.  The ratio of these emission areas is in some cases diagnostic of the identity of 
the quenching species.  
 
3.3.5 The pyrene/perylene FRET pair 
           We were inspired by the ratiometric quenching of pyrene monomer and excimer 
emission, and thereby lead to explore an analogous system of dual emission using a 
pyrene-perylene FRET pair.  When pyrene and perylene are co-dissolved in a micellar 
solution, excitation of pyrene results in some relaxation via emission of pyrene monomer 
along with some FRET to excite perylene which then relaxes via its own emission 
(Figure 3.40, topmost spectrum).  Titration studies of this system revealed that while the 
ratio of pyrene and perylene emission does change as the two signals are quenched by a 
nitrated analyte, this change in ratio was the same for RDX and HMX.  Although the 
FRET system did not display ratiometric quenching, it does represent an efficient 
transformation of data from the ultraviolet to the visible region because of the high 




for future naked eye detection systems.  The FRET system was therefore included in the 
96-well array sensor.   
 
 
Figure 3.40 Emission spectra of FRET-pairing pyrene and perylene.  The emission 
spectra as TNT (0 mM to 0.4 mM) was added to pyrene (20 µM) and perylene (20 µM) 
in Tween 80 (2 mM) in water (excitation λmax 336 nm).  
 
3.3.6 Diphenylanthracene response 
          By far the simplest of the fluorophore systems we used is that containing 
diphenylanthracene. Attenuation of the DPA signal upon addition of TNT is nearly linear 
(not shown), and is therefore due to simple absorption of excitation light by TNT in the 
UV.  While one may argue that it would be much easier to measure TNT’s absorbance 
directly, the sensitivity of fluorescence measurements is inherently higher than that of 
absorbance.  Additionally, as mentioned previously in the case of perylene, 
transformation of ultraviolet absorbance information into the visible spectrum (emission 





3.3.7 The sensor array 
          The sensor array consists of a series of 2 mM Tween 80 solutions with varying 
fluorophores that all undergo fluorescence attenuation when exposed to nitrated analytes.  
Those solutions are: a low concentration pyrene solution (20 µM) exhibiting 
predominately monomer fluorescence, a more concentrated pyrene solution (60 µM) with 
marked excimer fluorescence, a FRET displaying pyrene (20 µM) and perylene (20 µM) 
solution, and a DPA (20 µM) solution whose fluorescence attenuation is linked to the 
absorption of incident light by the nitroaromatics.  These four solutions were treated with 
nitrated analytes and their fluorescence emissions observed over the two bandwidths 
discussed previously.  In the case of the DPA solution only the 460/40 bandwidth filter 
was useful, and so a total of seven variables were submitted to linear discriminant 
analysis.  The data is presented in Figure 3.41.  The four variables on the left of the plot 
were gathered with the wider bandwidth emission filter and are therefore much large in 
absolute intensity.  When rescaled so that the relatively unquenched acetonitrile blank 
corresponds to 100, the quenching sensitivity of the various methods as observed via the 
plate reader is better resolved (Figure 3.42).  The five variables that directly correlate to 
the pyrene emission (B, C-G) demonstrate a 25% drop in fluorescence between the blank 
and the most heavily nitrated species, tetryl.  It is also interesting to note that the DPA 
fluorescence persists except in the cases of TNT and tetryl, as expected.  The quenching 
data was normalized using a mean centering protocol so that LDA should weight all of 
the variables equally (Figure 3.43).  Using this method, 48 samples were correctly 
classified as belonging to one of six classes at a final analyte concentration of 19 µM.  
Cross-validation, or jack-knife analysis, was 96% accurate in predicting the identity of 
initially omitted observations.  Figure 3.44 shows analyte clustering and the 95% 
confidence ellipse for each grouping.  Similar 96-well assays with analyte concentrations 
of 1.9 µM were markedly less successful at sensing and differentiating the nitrated 






Figure 3.41 Raw data from 96-well plate fluorescence experiments.  Fluorophore 
systems were dissolved in Tween 80 (2 mM) in water.  Intensity data collected using 
460/40 nm fluorescence emission filter: A, 20 µM pyrene/20 µM perylene; B, 60 µM 
pyrene; C, 20 µM DPA; D, 20 µM pyrene. Intensity data collected using 380/20 nm 
fluorescence emission filter: E, 20 µM pyrene/20 µM perylene; F, 60 µM pyrene; G, 20 
µM pyrene.  
 





Figure 3.43 Mean centered data used in the LDA plots. 
 
 
Figure 3.44 LDA plot of 96-well assay.  The explosives shown were all at 19 µM 






          We have presented a powerful and relatively inexpensive sensor design for nitrated 
organic explosives. The well-known ability of these analytes to quench pyrene 
fluorescence was parlayed into a series of similar systems including ratiometric sensing 
using the pyrene excimer, a pyrene-perylene FRET pair, and a simple DPA signal 
attenuation due to UV absorption by aromatic analytes.  Combining these fluorophore 
solutions in an array, and examining the fluorescence over two bandwidths resulted in a 
“fingerprint” for each analyte that allowed it to be classified according to its molecular 
identity using LDA.  The sensor detects these explosive compounds with good sensitivity 
(19 µM), and also differentiates between highly similar structures such as RDX and 
HMX.  The modular nature of this array means that it is expandable as alternative 
surfactants and fluorophores are considered for this application, and we are pursuing this 
line of research to enhance the scope and sensitivity of this method. 
 
3.5 Experimental Details for Chapter 3 
3.5.1 General 
          The chemicals were obtained from Acros Organics, Sigma-Aldrich and Fisher 
Scientific, and used without further purification.  The exception was MeCN (Optima 
grade) which was obtained from Fisher Scientific and degassed prior to use via bubbling 
N2 for 1 hr.  TNT (4.40 mM), Tetryl (3.48 mM), RDX (4.50 mM) and HMX (3.38 mM) 
were all obtained as 1000 µg/mL MeCN solutions in sealed glass vials from Ultra 
Scientific.  Water was distilled, deionized and filtered prior to use. 
           Single-cuvette fluorescence measurements were made using a Photon Technology 
International QuantaMaster spectrofluorimeter.  96-well plate fluorescence intensity data 





3.5.2 Fluorescence titrations 
          Fluorophores were dissolved in DMSO near their solubility limits (pyrene, 200 
mM; perylene, 20mM DPA, 10 mM) and added to 2 mM Tween 80 in water to affect a 
the desired final concentration of fluorophore. 
          A sample titration is described.  A cuvette was prepared with 3 mL of an aqueous 
solution of pyrene (20 µM) in Tween 80 (2 mM).  This solution was excited with 336 nm 
light (pyrene excitation wavelength varied with solvent but emission maxima were 
consistently observed at 372 nm) and an emission spectrum recorded.  An aliquot of TNT 
(4.4 mM) in MeCN was added, and after thorough mixing the emission spectrum at 336 
nm excitation was again recorded.  This was repeated until 0.3 mL of the MeCN solution 
had been added.  The fluorescence at the emission maximum (372 nm) for each spectrum 
was then plotted against the corresponding TNT concentration.   
  
3.5.3 96-well plate experiments 
          Two 96-well assay plates (Costar, #3632) having 8 rows and 12 columns were used 
to develop the plot seen in Figure 8.  Each of the four Tween 80/fluorophore solutions 
detailed earlier was added to four contiguous rows of a plate resulting in two plates each 
of which contained two types of fluorophore solution.  The wells of a plate were filled to 
300 µL with three 100 µL aliquots of fluorophore solution using a Biotek Precision 
Microplate Pipetting System. 
          The five nitrated analyte solutions and the MeCN blank were added to the columns 
of the plate so that each analyte resided in two of the 12 columns.  In this way, eight 
samples of each analyte existed for each of the fluorophore solutions.  The nitrated 
analyte solutions were made by adding 3 µmol of analyte dissolved in MeCN (1000 
µg/mL; neat MeCN in the case of the blank) to a 10 mL volumetric flask, and then adding 
MeCN to standardize the MeCN volume in each solution at 1 mL.  The volumetric flask 
was then filled to 10 mL with an aqueous 2 mM Tween 80 solution for an analyte 




solutions were added in a single 20 µL aliquot to the wells for a final in-well analyte 
concentration of 19 µM.   
          The 96-well assay plate was then submitted to measurements of fluorescence 
intensity.  The fluorophore solutions were excited using a tungsten light source with a 
340/11 bandwidth filter.  Two readings of the emission radiation were taken: (1) the 
emission radiation was passed through a 380/20 bandwidth filter and read from a top 50% 
optics position with a sensitivity of 45, and (2) the emission radiation was passed through 
a 460/40 bandwidth filter and read from a top 400 nm optics position with a sensitivity of 
45.  In the case of the DPA solution only the 460/40 nm filter was used. 
 
3.5.4 Data processing 
Data processing was done using XLSTAT (version 2007.6).  Fluorescence intensity data 
was transformed by standardization using unbiased standard deviation (n-1).  The 
transformed data was then processed using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to produce 
Figure 8.  Cross-validation was performed using the leave-one-out method commonly 
known as the jack-knife method.  
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Chapter 4. The Determination of Enantiomeric Excess in α-Chiral 
Alcohols Using Supramolecular Chemistry. Part I. Toward the 
Development of an Indicator Displacement Assay Using TiIV Alkoxides 
Complexed with Chiral Diol Ligands. 
 
4.1 The Determination of Enantiomeric Excess 
          The importance of chirality in biological systems has been repeatedly established.  
From the right-handed helix of DNA to the left handed power hitters of Major League 
Baseball, the fundamental difference between non-super-imposable mirror image type 
structures in nature can be profound.  The synthetic chemist’s pursuit of chiral purity 
stems from the enantiomerically pure natural products that he or she seeks to replicate 
and from the empirically disastrous effects of pharmaceutical racemates, the most famous 
being Thalidomide.  The primary bottleneck in the pursuit of enantioselective methods is 
the analysis of the ee or chiral purity of the reaction products.1 
          The laboratory scale determination of ee is currently performed using chiral GC 
and HPLC methods, and high-throughput variants of these techniques as well as mass 
spectrometry and capillary electrophoresis are able to scan sample sets in the thousands 
per day.1  An alternative method of ee determination is via spectrophotometry, including 
UV-visible, fluorescence, circular dichroism (CD) and IR.  A number of 
spectrophotometric methods have been developed to determine the enantiomeric excess 
of a variety of functional groups.  Spectrophotometric analysis of ee has two major 
advantages over chromatographic methods: (1) spectrophotometric hardware tends to be 
cheaper, more reliable, and easier to use than chromatographic systems, and (2) because 
retention time is a variable in chromatographic systems, these methods are inherently 
slower than spectrophotometric methods whose execution may require the observation of 
as little as a single wavelength of light.  The difficulty of the spectrophotometric 
determination of ee lies in transducing chiral information into a measurable signal. 
          The only spectrophotometric method for the direct quantification of ee is CD, 
which is limited to use with analytes having chromogenically active groups near their 




the presence of a chiral bias and an optical transduction mechanism, and the most 
convenient method to fulfill these requirements is through supramolecular chemistry.      
 
4.1.1 Supramolecular Analytical Systems for the Optical Determination of 
Enantiomeric Excess 
          The term chiral bias refers to the presence of a stereocenter in the, usually 
macromolecular, host that will lead to a diastereomeric complex upon binding of the host 
to either enantiomer of the analyte.  For a given enantiomer of the host these complexes 
are non-degenerate in energy and will be formed to different extents according to their 
relative stabilities.  An optical signaling system that reports the complexation of host and 
guest will therefore correlate directly to ee when the total concentration of analyte is 
known.  Among the reported systems relying upon the thermodynamic stability of host-
guest diastereomers, two signaling motifs are common: (1) structural or electronic 
changes in the host itself upon binding that result in a modulation of spectrophotometric 
properties, or (2) the displacement of a reversibly bound indicator from the host that 
results in a change in the properties of the indicator due to changes in the protonation 
state or solvatochromic environment, etc.  A third type of system for the 
spectrophotometric determination of ee, which involves the kinetic resolution of pseudo-
enantiomeric chiral indicators has also been demonstrated.2 
 
4.1.1.1 Covalently attached signaling agents 
          The most common chiral reporters have been 1,1’-binaphthyl based compounds 
(Figure 4.45).  The ability of the 1,1’-binaphthyl moiety to serve as the reporter and the 
source of chiral bias has been heavily exploited just as it has also found considerable 
utility in the development of enantioselective catalysis.3  Irie et al. first reported 
differences in the quenching efficiency of (R)-(+)- and (S)-(-)-N,N-dimethyl-α-
phenylethylamine with respect to (R)-(-)-1,1’-binaphthyl fluorescence in 1978.4  The 




certain modes of fluorescence quenching, but it served as inspiration for a spate of 
binaphthyl-based chiral amine quenching assays to come.   
 
RR
R = H, 1,1'-binaphthyl
R = OH, BINOL
R = NH2, BINAM
R = PPh3, BINAP
RR
(R) (S)  
Figure 4.45 A series of common binaphthyl based compounds.  The binaphthyl core has 
proven popular in enantioselective catalytic and sensing applications. 
 
          One of the first supramolecular systems to effect colorimetric detection of chirality 
came from the Kubo group.   Their system relied on a calixarene tethered to an (S)-
BINOL, and was shown to bind enantio-exclusively to the (R)-enantiomers of 
phenylglycinol, phenylalaninol and phenylglycine, while no binding to either enantiomer 
of phenylethyl amine was reported (Figure 4.46).5  Although the BINOL group was 
present, binding was reported in terms of the absorbance shift of the host.  
 







Figure 4.46 An early enantioselective design.  Compound 4.1 selectively binds the (R)-











































Figure 4.47 A series of fluorescent hosts from the Pu group.  The hosts are pictured 
with the enantiomer of the analyte that they preferentially bind. 
 
          The Pu group especially has developed numerous sensors for the discrimination of 
not only chiral amines, but also amino alcohols and α-hydroxy carboxylic acids, all using 
the 1,1’-binaphthyl core to provide chiral bias and signal transduction for the 
determination of ee (Figure 4.47).6   
          The first reported chiral sensor having a C3-symmetric binding environment was 
reported by the Ahn group (Figure 4.48).  4.7 displays an increase in fluorescence when 
binding chiral ammonium salts that was unexpected due to the lack of traditional 
fluorophores on the host.  This off-on behavior was attributed to increase in rigidity that 














Figure 4.48 A C3-symmetric sensor.  This fluorescent sensor from the Ahn group 
exhibits off-on signaling and is enantioselective for (R)-methylbenzyl ammonium.  
 
4.1.1.1 Enantioselective indicator displacement assays 
          The first enantioselective IDA was reported by the Anslyn group for the 
discrimination of α-hydroxyacids (Scheme 4.19).  Operating in aqueous methanol, this 
system relied upon reversible covalent boronic ester formation to effect indicator and 
analyte binding.  The degree of indicator displacement by the chiral analytes is 
determined by the stability of the resultant host-analyte diastereomer.  In the case of 4.8 
binding to phenyllactic acid, the indicator displace signaled a steric preference for D-
phenyllactic acid by (R,R)-4.8 and L-phenyllactic acid by (S,S)-4.8.7  Another application 
of chiral IDA’s that has been reported by the Anslyn group is the enantioselective 
discrimination of α- chiral amino acids (Scheme 4.20).8  This system was later used in an 





























Scheme 4.19 The first chiral IDA. The simple boronic acid host 4.8 showed 


































4.11 4.10  
Scheme 4.20 An IDA for chiral amino acids.  Host 4.11 was enantioselective for the D-
enantiomer of the hydrophobic amino acids shown. 
 
4.1.2 The Supramolecular Chemistry of Mono-alcohols 
          Supramolecular sensing has seen great success in developing sensing protocols for 
a number of functional groups, but one class that has proven to be continually elusive 
however is simple alcohols.  Alcohols exhibit some H-bond donor/acceptor activity,9 but 
only minimal metal coordination in their neutral state.  One of the only examples of 
differential binding between simple alcohols comes from the Yoshida group who 
covalently attached a naphthyl group to β-cyclodextrin to create a sensor for 
cycloalkanols in water.  The alcohols were discriminated based upon the size of the 




the alcohol (Scheme 4.21).10  To sense alcohols in water is an impressive feat, however 
binding in the Yoshida system is driven hydrophobically and not by the alcohol moiety, 
so it is unclear how selective their system is for the class, alcohols, despite being able to 
differentiate between members of the class.  It is well known that cyclodextrins can bind 
hydrophilic molecules in water and therefore it’s difficult to determine the relevance of 
this study in terms of alcohol binding.  This example illustrates just how elusive a true 
sensor for simple alcohols remains. 
          The difficulty of developing an alcohol sensor lies in the weakness of monodentate 
alcohol coordination.  In order to offset the weakness of a single hydroxyl group as 
functional binding handle it is necessary to use extremely oxophilic Lewis acids, which 
are found mostly among the transition metals of the early d-block.  The oxophilicity of 
such species results also in extreme sensitivity to adventitious water either as a route to 
decomposition, e.g. hydrolysis of TiIV compounds to TiO2, or simply as a competitor of 
analyte alcohols for coordination sites.  The problem of sensing and differentiating 
simple alcohols is at its most extreme when it is desired to differentiate between the two 
enantiomers of a given structure.  We chose to focus on converting the Sharpless 
epoxidation catalyst to an enantioselective sensor of simple alcohols, despite the 
sensitivity of TiIV to water, because it has shown utility in differentiating secondary 










4.11 4.12  
Scheme 4.21 The Yoshida β-CD alcohol sensor.  Bulky aliphatic alcohols enter the β-





4.2 Modifying the Sharpless Epoxidation System for Use in Organometallic 
Indicator Displacement Assays 
          The Sharpless epoxidation system for allylic alcohols is arguably the most well-
known, widely applied and robust chiral transformation found in the synthetic literature.12  
The Sharpless system consists of a TiIV alkoxide made chiral via complexation with an 
ester of tartaric acid.  These systems are normally used with tert-butylperoxide as the 
stoichiometric oxidizing agent.  For a given allylic alcohol, the face that will be 
epoxidized is selected by the choice of tartrate ester enantiomer used (Scheme 4.22).11  
When it was first developed this system required stoichiometric amounts of TiIV and 
tartrate ester,11,13 but the addition of molecular sieves led to the Sharpless system’s 
general applicability with catalytic amounts of TiIV.14,15  The active catalyst has been 
shown to be a TiIV:tartrate ester 2:2 dimer with epoxidation occurring at a single TiIV 
center (Figure 4.49).16,17,18,19,20  The same TiIV/tartrate ester system has also proven 
effective for the kinetic resolution of racemic allylic alcohols.15,21  As with the 
epoxidation of prochiral substrates, the allylic alcohol enantiomer that will be epoxidized 
more quickly can be determined by the choice of tartrate ester enantiomer used.  It is this 
discrimination of chiral substrates prior to reaction that inspired us to try to convert the 
Sharpless epoxidation system to an indicator displacement assay for the determination of 
















L-(+)-diethyl tartrate  
Scheme 4.22 The Sharpless epoxidation system. The face of the allylic alcohol that 



































Figure 4.49 The active catalyst in the Sharpless epoxidation of allylic alcohols. The 
complex shown is generated from Ti(OPri)4 and the diisopropyl tartrate ester, but a 
number of other alkoxides and esters are also common. 
 
4.2.1 Strategy 
          We postulated that because the TiIV-tartrate ester complex of the Sharpless system 
can discriminate α-chiral alcohols in the transition state of the epoxidation reaction, it 
could therefore be optimized to act as a sterically sensitive host system for the 
spectrophotometric determination of ee by the incorporation of a signaling element.  We 
chose to pursue an IDA style signaling system.  
          The binding sites available to indicators and alcohol analytes on the Ti:tartrate ester 
dimer are those positions occupied by residual alkoxides after chelation of the tartrate 
ester diol moieties.  The titanium/tartrate ester complexes are shown in monomeric form 
in Scheme 4.23 because for the purposes of the argument at hand the binding 
stoichiometries of the monomer are the same as in the dimer, and the monomeric form is 
more clearly represented in two-dimensions.  As shown, there is room for the 
coordination of a single bidentate chelating indicator (bromopyrogallol red) or potentially 
two monodentate coordinating indicators (para-nitrophenol, PNP, 4.14).  Preliminary 
qualitative attempts to displace these indicators using methanol indicated that it was 
possible to displace a phenolic indicator (PNP) with a simple alcohol, but not an indicator 
having a catechol functionality.  The ability of the [TiIV(tartrate)] complex to bind 
multiple equivalents of a monodentate indicator leads to a larger series of possible 



































































































Scheme 4.23 Chelating and coordinating indicators binding to 
[Ti(OPri)2(diisopropyltartrate)] 4.13.  In early qualitative experiments, methanol was 
able to effect color change in PNP treated solutions, but not those having 
bromopyrogallol red.  The difference was attributed to stronger bidentate binding of the 
titanium center by bromopyrogallol red.  
 
          Scheme 4.24 shows the different modes of signaling that one could expect when 
Ti(OPri)4 is treated with one equivalent of tartrate ester and one or two equivalents of a 
phenolic indicator, all of which could lead to a usable sensor, but not all of which are 
traditional IDAs.  It is known that phenoxides will preferentially displace alkoxides from 
TiIV,22 so in reaction A in Scheme 4.24 it is assumed that coordinated isopropoxide will 
be displaced prior to displacement of the phenoxide indicator.  It is possible that 
replacement of isopropoxide with an incoming aliphatic alcohol analyte could result in 




not be sufficiently large to use for sensing.  It should be noted that one difficulty of using 
Ti/tartrate ester complexes made in situ for alcohol sensing is the presence of free 
isopropanol produced in the initial complex formation.  The free isopropanol is a 
titanium-coordinating compound in competition with the analyte alcohol and results in an 
observed reduction in the binding affinity of the analyte alcohol to the titanium IV 
complex.  However, because of the aforementioned preference of TiIV for phenoxide 
ligands, it was anticipated that excess alcohol analyte would be required to displace the 
phenoxide-based indicator anyway, thereby making competition effects from the 
isopropanol negligible.  The titanium/tartrate ester complex can also be prepared from 









































































































Scheme 4.24 Monodentate indicators allow multiple signaling possibilities.  Modes of 
signaling that might be anticipated given the presence of two coordination sites on 
TiDET.  Reaction A could conceivably generate a usable signal modulation while 







Figure 4.50 TiDET into PNP. Absorption spectra of PNP (100 µM) as Ti:DET (500 µM) 
is added. Interference by TiDET absorption obscures the developing Ti-PNP signal. 
 
4.2.2 Finding an Indicator 
          Early results using PNP as an indicator were promising. PNP develops a yellow 
color upon addition of the TiIV tartrate ester complex and this solution becomes colorless 
upon the addition of excess methanol.  This colorimetric shift is ostensibly due to the 
protonation of PNP upon displacement from the TiIV center by methanol.  From this 
preliminary qualitative success came a UV-Vis titration study on the binding of PNP to a 
Ti(OPri)4:L-diethyltartrate complex (TiDET).  Titrations were carried out in DCM at -20 
°C in order to prevent transesterification of the tartrate ester as prescribed in the 
literature.11  Full experimental details are available at the end of the chapter.  Attempts to 
determine a stoichiometry of binding and relevant affinities were thwarted by an overlap 
in the absorbance of PNP with that of the added TiDET (Figure 4.50), which yielded 
binding isotherms unsuitable for fitting analysis.  Therefore, other monodentate indicators 













































Figure 4.51 Phenolic and anilinic indicators. Indicators that were screened for binding 
to TiDET. 
 
          One anilinic and five phenolic indicators (Figure 4.51) were assessed for binding to 
TiDET.  Among these six indicators, only 4-(4-nitrophenylazo)phenol (4NAP, 4.18) and 
4-(4-nitrophenylazo)resorcinol (4NRP, 4.16) changed color upon addition of TiDET 
(Figure 4.52 and Figure 4.53).  Despite the presence of what appears to be an isosbestic 
point, the titration with 4NAP did not yield a usable binding isotherm for the 
determination of binding stoichiometry and affinity apparently due to unexpectedly slow 
kinetics of indicator coordination (Figure 4.54).  The titration isotherm for 4NRP looked 
similar to that for 4NAP, and the simplicity of a single phenolic group on 4NAP led us to 













Figure 4.52 4NRP color change upon addition of TiDET.  Titration of Ti:DET (100 
µM) into 4NRP (20 µM).  
 
 
Figure 4.53 4NAP color change upon addition of TiDET. Titration of Ti:DET (100 µM) 






Figure 4.54 Plot of change in absorbance of 4NAP at 420 nm in Figure 4.53.  Addition 
of TiDET to 4NAP (20 µM) yields an unusable isotherm when given insufficient time to 
react. 
 
          Because of the slow kinetics of indicator coordination, the isotherm of TiDET 
binding to 4NAP was developed using a series of separate samples in which 4NAP and 
various concentrations of TiDET were premixed and let to sit for 0.5 h before spectra 
were recorded.  These solutions resulted in a reasonable binding isotherm that was 
spectrophotometrically stable for 4 h after the initial 0.5 h priming period (Figure 4.55). 
The binding isotherm indicates a weak association, which consequently presented no 
evidence of 1:2 TiDET:4NAP like that proposed in Scheme 4.24.  The saturation of the 
isotherm appears to support that 4NAP is coordinating to the TiIV center, but the 
stoichiometry is unclear from this data.  With a usable indicator in 4NAP, but a system 
that was difficult to interpret by UV-Vis, we decided to study the TiIV:ligand:indicator 
system by NMR. 





Figure 4.55 Titration of TiDET into 4NAP.  Six samples all having 4NAP (20 µM) and 
different concentrations of TiDET in DCM were kept at -20 °C for 4 hours.  During this 
time their spectra were collected at the times indicated.  Changes in the plotted isotherm 
were minimal over this time period.  
 
          We also chose to change from the tartrate ester chiral ligand to ether diols (Figure 
4.56).  The literature indicates that TiIV:ether diol complexes are more stable to 
nucleophilic attack and show analogous behavior to tartrate esters in their propensity to 
form 2:2 TiIV:diol complexes.23,24,25,26  While diol ethers perform poorly in 
enantioselective epoxidation, they are nonetheless capable of creating a chiral binding 
pocket for enantiomeric alcohols as they are known to form a stable complex with TiIV 
alkoxides at room temperature.23,24  Transitioning from -20 °C to room temperature also 
greatly improves the ease with which experiments may be carried out, especially in light 
of the sensitivity of TiIV to moisture because working at room temperature allowed for 
titration solutions to be prepared in a glove box.  The downside to working at room 
temperature is that DCM evaporation becomes a problem and solution concentrations are 
difficult to maintain as evaporation causes the solutions to concentrate.  For this reason, 
and because they are known to be compatible with the Sharpless catalyst, the solvents of 

































































Figure 4.56 Chiral ether diol ligands.  The necessity of working at -20 °C made the 
tartrate ester ligands burdensome to work with and therefore the chiral modifier of choice 
became diol ethers.  Unlike tartrate esters, diol ethers are stable against nucleophilic 
attack at room temperature. 
 
4.2.3 NMR Studies of TiIV-Based Host-Guest and Indicator Complexes. 
          The binding of the Ti(OPri)4:DPM complex (TiDPM, 4.24, Figure 4.56) to 4NAP 
was studied by H1 NMR at a constant total concentration of 20 mM ([TiDPM] + [4NAP]) 
in hopes of producing a Job plot for the determination of the host/indicator binding 
stoichiometry.  Interpretation of a Job plot using NMR requires the observation of a 
signal that is unique to the bound complex, and which should therefore be maximized at a 
host/guest concentration ratio that corresponds to the stoichiometry of the complex.  
Unfortunately, no peaks conclusively belonging to the TiDPM:4NAP complex were 
identified in the busy spectra.  Instead of a Job plot, however, other evidence of a 1:2 
TiDPM:4NAP complex analogous to that proposed in Scheme 4.24 was observed.  First, 
the 4NAP was incompletely dissolved in the presence of fewer than 0.5 equivalents of 
TiDPM, above which it appeared to dissolve completely, possibly because it was pulled 
into solution upon coordination to the TiIV (Table 4.8).  Additional evidence of the 1:2 




proton of free isopropanol (Scheme 4.25).  The ratio of isopropanol to 4NAP protons (B) 
was calculated assuming 1:2, 1:1 and no binding scenarios between TiDPM and 4NAP 
(Table 4.9).  The observed peak integration ratios most closely resemble the 1:2 binding 
scenario in which 4NAP is able to displace two equivalents of isopropoxide from the TiIV 
center (Figure 4.58).  This result confirms the earlier interpretation of UV-Vis data that 
the color change observed upon addition of TiIV:ligand complex to 4NAP is indeed due to 
coordination of 4NAP to the TiIV center at the expense of bound alkoxide.  Hence, we 
undertook a second NMR study to determine if an incoming secondary alcohol could 











1 0 20 - no 
2 2.5 17.5 7 no 
3 5 15 3 no 
4 7.5 12.5 1.66 yes 
5 10 10 1 yes 
6 12.5 7.5 .60 yes 
7 15 5 .33 yes 
8 17.5 2.5 .14 yes 
9 20 0 0 - 
 
Table 4.8 4NAP solubility with respect to TiDPM equivalents.  4NAP becomes soluble 


















Figure 4.57 The protons of 4NAP and isopropanol.  In NMR experiments the “B” 
protons of 4NAP and the methyne proton of isopropanol could be integrated with 




























































4.26 4.27  
Scheme 4.25 The displacement of isopropoxide to form isopropanol.  Complex 4.24 is 
shown as one half of the dimer seen in Figure 4.56.  Each equivalent of bound 4NAP 
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protons over isopropyl 































4 12.5 25 7.5 15 7.5 22.5 7.5 + 5 27.5 1.67 1.11 0.91 
5 10 20 10 20 10 30 10 30 1.00 0.67 0.67 
6 7.5 15 12.5 25 7.5 32.5 7.5 32.5 0.60 0.46 0.46 
7 5 10 15 30 5 35 5 35 0.33 0.29 0.29 
8 2.5 5 17.5 35 2.5 37.5 2.5 37.5 0.14 0.13 0.13 
Table 4.9 The determination of theoretical ratios of isopropanol to 4NAP.  The 
concentration of isopropanol in solution is the sum of that which is liberated upon 4NAP 
binding and the two equivalents generated during the initial formation of TiDPM from 
Ti(OPri)4. 
 






Figure 4.58 Observed and calculated ratios of 4-nap (B) to isopropyl methyne protons.  
The x-axis is the TiDPM fraction of total guest concentration.  , observed; , 
calculated for 1:2 TiDPM:4NAP; , calculated for 1:1 TiDPM:4NAP; , calculated for 





with no binding 
Calculated 
concentrations 






















A/B A'/B' A''/B''  
1.56 31.1 40 11.1 60 0 71.1 0.778 0.185 0.000 N/A 
5.19 103.7 40 83.65 60 63.65 80 2.591 1.394 0.796 1.712 
10.35 207 40 187 60 167 80 5.175 3.117 2.088 2.695 
Table 4.10 Free isopropanol as an indicator of 1-phenylethanol binding. At a set 
concentration of TiDPM (20 mM), the relative concentration of free isopropanol was 
monitored with respect to added 1-phenylethanol (1PhEtOH). 
 
          The addition of the secondary benzyl alcohol, 1-phenylethanol, to the TiDPM 
complex was monitored using the ratio of isopropanol to 1-phenylethanol, as had been 
done using 4NAP.  Binding was monitored again by the relative ratio of the methyne 
proton of displaced isopropanol to, in this case, the methyne proton of 1-phenylethanol in 
its unbound form.  Table 4.10 details expected peak ratios in circumstances of binding 




1-phenylethanol, the signal of free 1-phenylethanol was insufficiently resolved 
tointegrate. At 103.7 mM and 207.3 mM (respectively about 5 and 10 equivalents of 
guest with respect to TiIV) the integration ratios between 1-phenylethanol and free 
isopropanol indicate addition of less than one and then between one and two equivalents 
of 1-phenylethoxide.  When 103.7 mM of 1-phenylethanol is available to bind 20 mM 
TiDPM, less than one equivalent of the guest is in the bound form, therefore a rough Keq 










                                                             (1) 
 
Where [H] is [TiDPM], [G] is [1-phenylethanol], [HG] is the concentration of the 
TiDPM:1-phenylethanol complex.  Using the total concentrations of host and guest (Htot 
and Gtot) and the ratio of unbound 1-phenylethanol [G] to unbound isopropanol [PriOH] it 
is possible to determine [HG], [PriOH], [H] and [G] in order to solve for Keq. 
 
[G] = [G]i - [HG]                                                         (2) 
 














                                                    (4)  
 
Two equivalents of isopropanol are formed concomitantly with TiDPM and an additional 
equivalent is formed with every instance of host/guest coordination, therefore: 
 
[PriOH] = 2Htot + [HG]                                                      (5) 
 
















(                                                (6)                                    
 
Solving Eq. 6, [HG] = 12.95 mM which in turn allows Eqs. 2, 3 and 5 to be solved: [G] = 








Keq = 1.07 
 
It must noted that this calculated value for Keq is from a single experiment with no error 
calculated and that the result is close enough to 1 as to be extremely spurious; however, a 
Keq > 1 is interesting because the steric difference between 1-phenylethanol and 
isopropanol, a phenyl group (A value = 2.8) versus a methyl group (A value = 1.74),27 
would imply that isopropanol can coordinate TiIV with less steric strain than 1-
phenylethanol.  While too much conjecture about the results of a single experiment is ill 
advised, it is interesting to note a few points of support for this finding.  First, both 1-
phenylethanol and isopropanol appear to be much weaker ligands of TiIV than 4NAP.  
Addition of 4NAP to the TiDPM system results in stoichiometric displacement of both of 
the coordinated isopropoxides to yield two equivalents of isopropanol.  The order of 
coordination affinity appears to be 4NAP >> 1-phenylethanol > isopropanol, and this 
trend correlates directly to the acidity of the hydroxyl group proton.  The phenolic proton 
is distinctly more acidic than the aliphatic alcohols (for the analogous phenol PNP, pKa = 
7.2 in water),28 and due to the difference in group electronegativities between phenyl and 
methyl substituents (3 versus 2.3; Pauling scale) 1-phenylethanol is expected to be more 
acidic than isopropanol.27   
          While the difference in acidities is most likely the primary cause of the observed 
Keq, a second, subtler but more elegant steric effect could also be at work.  Sharpless has 




TiIVtartrate ester catalysts.  Kinetic resolution is faster and more efficient as the steric 
bulk of the substrates is increased until at a critical bulkiness it becomes a hindrance.  1-
Phenylethanol could excel at filling available space in the TiDPM cavity and in this way 
out compete isopropanol.  By whatever means the apparent preference of TiDPM for 1-
phenylethanol over isopropanol may be explained, the NMR experiments presented thus 
far have made clear that the titanium complex prefers to bind 4NAP over secondary 
alcohols.   
          A third series of NMR experiments was conducted to determine if 1-phenylethanol 
is at all capable of displacing 4NAP from TiDPM, but no evidence of displacement was 
forthcoming at NMR concentrations.  Having learned more about the stoichiometry and 
relative coordinative affinity of the indicator and secondary alcohols to TiDPM, we were 
prepared to test new ether diol ligands and to adjust relative concentrations of host, 
indicator and guest in order to develop an operational IDA.  The project at this point 
returned to the UV-Vis spectrophotometer.   
 
4.2.4 UV-Vis Studies of 4NAP binding to TiIV: diol ether complexes 
          The discovery of systems for the determination of ee is often plagued with false 
positive results.  Differences in concentration between R- and S-analyte, interfering 
impurities or experimental error could all contribute to a difference in response of an 
enantiomeric sensing system.  In order to insure the fidelity of chirality sensing protocols, 
it is good practice to test the sensing system by assessing the chiral discrimination of both 
enantiomeric versions of the sensor.  A true enantioselective sensor must exhibit cross-
reactivity with respect to analyte chirality,7,8 for example, should  a (S,S)-DPM based 
system show a greater response to a certain (S)-alcohol than to the corresponding (R)-
alcohol, then the (R,R)-DPM based system must respond more to the (R)-alcohol.  
However, because DPM (1,2,5,6-di-O-isopropylidene-D-mannitol) is a derivative of 
naturally occurring D-mannitol, its D enantiomer is cheap while the L enantiomer happens 
to not be commercially available.  In anticipation of the necessary control reactions 
described above, the ligand 1,4-dimethoxy-2,3-butanediol (DMB, 4.21) (Figure 4.56) was 













Figure 4.60 The binding isotherm of the titration of S-TiDBM into 4NAP seen in 
Figure 4.59.  Change in the absorbance of 4NAP (0.05 mM) at 421 nm as function of S-













































Scheme 4.26 4NAP binding to S-TiDMB dimer.  A schematic of the reaction described 
by Eq. 7. 
 
          The (S,S)-DMB ligand and Ti(OPri)4 complex (S-TiDMB) was titrated into a 
solution of 4NAP (Figure 4.59).  The transition from unbound to bound 4NAP generates 
a pseudo-isosbestic point indicating that more than two species are absorbing in this 
region, but they are most likely similar to each other (i.e. mono-, di-, or oligomeric 
TiDMB species).  Interestingly, the equilibrium isotherm plotted from the growing 421 
nm peak indicated a 2:1 stoichiometry of S-TiDMB:4NAP (Figure 4.60).  While this 




system in the H1-NMR studies, it was not possible using NMR to monitor the different 
complexes formed at high TiDPM concentration because all of the analyses were focused 
upon the isopropanol liberated upon coordination.  When S-TiDMB is treated as a dimer 













                                                (7) 
 
Keq can be solved at given total concentrations of Hdim and Itot by also determining the 
bound fraction of Itot (βI) as the change in absorbance (ΔA) divided by the total change in 
absorbance (ΔAtot=1.331), which was defined as the y-intercept of the asymptotic 









                                                          (8) 
 
Hence, [I], [HdimI], [PriOH], and [Hdim] are determinable. 
 
[I] = Itot (1 – βI)                                                      (9) 
 
[HdimI] = Itot * βI                                                   (10) 
 [PriOH] = 4Hdim + [HdimI]                                            (11) 
 
 [Hdim] = Hdim - [HdimI]                                              (12) 
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ΔA βI Keq 
A 2.49 62.3 1.089 0.818 2.24 
B 3.09 77.2 1.187 0.892 2.23 
C 3.72 92.9 1.250 0.939 2.22 
Table 4.11 The calculation of Keq at three points in the binding isotherm from Figure 
4.60.  The average Keq is 2.23 for the reaction shown in Scheme 4.26. 
 
          Using Eq. 13, the Keq values shown in Table 4.11 were determined at three data 
points near the inflection point in the titration.  The average Keq was 2.23.  As suggested 
by the NMR data of the analogous TiDPM system, the displacement of isopropanol by 
4NAP is quite facile.  The absorbance of bound 4NAP does not saturate until two 
equivalents of TiIV have been added to the solution.  This stoichiometry is intriguing 
because NMR studies indicate the existence of a 2:1 4NAP:TiDPM complex, which, if it 
exists at the lower concentrations of the UV-Vis experiments, must exhibit different 
absorption characteristics than the species observed upon saturation of the curve in Figure 
4.60.  A few hypotheses arise from these data.  One possibility is that the 4NAP is 
binding at higher ratios in the presence of fewer than two equivalents of TiIV, but the 
ability of TiIV to withdraw electrons from 4NAP is minimized when multiple indicators 
are bound and donating charge to the metal center.  In this case the bound 4NAP signal 
will appear to be “more” deprotonated as the TiDMB concentration increases.  A second 
possibility is that phenoxide is acting as a bridging ligand in the 2:1 TiDMB:4NAP 
complex (Figure 4.61).  Bridging is common in TiIV ligands as evidenced by the 
persistence of TiIV dimers in the presence of a wide variety of diol ligands.18,24  In the 
first scenario a multi-stage process is expected, while in the bridging scenario, it is 
possible that the 2:1 complex is formed even as low concentrations of titanium and is 
therefore the only bound 4NAP species in solution.  A third hypothesis is that the TiDMB 
complex actually dimerizes or otherwise aggregates around 0.1 mM and generates the 
active 4NAP binding species.  If this mechanism is active then the apparent 1:2 
stoichiometry is coincidental, and the TiDPM concentration at which the curve begins to 





















Figure 4.61 A bridging phenoxide ligand.  2:1 TiDMB:4NAP stoichiometry could result 





Figure 4.62 R-TiDMB complexes from different TiIV alkoxides. Titration of two R-
TiDMB complexes differing by the parent TiIV alkoxide. The Δ absorbance is plotted as 
its absolute value (-Δ absorbance). , derived from Ti(OBut)4; , derived from 
Ti(OPri)4. 
 
          In order to better understand this process the 4NAP titration was repeated using 




Tangentially, using TiBuDMB also allowed us to screen a bulkier and therefore 
potentially more sterically discriminating host.  R-TiDMB and R-TiBuDMB were titrated 
into 4NAP (Figure 4.62).  The R-TiBuDMB isotherm reveals an apparent two step 
process with the first inflection point somewhere between 0.5 and 1 equivalents of TiIV 
(0.25 - 0.5 equivalents of dimer) corresponding perhaps to the indicator saturated 
titanium complex seen in the NMR studies.  The second inflection occurs at around two 
equivalents of a TiIV (1 equivalent dimer) and is probably the same binding event 
described by the TiDMB curve in the case of Ti(OPri)4 based hosts.  Having evidence of 
a multistage process, the system was probed for aggregation activity on the part of 
TiIVDMB.  It was found that the inflection points of the 4NAP binding isotherm are not 
actually a function of 4NAP concentration, but instead appear consistently at 0.05 mM 
and 0.1 mM of TiDMB indicating that the strong binding complex may be assembling in 
solution above 0.05 mM (Figure 4.63).  A similar result is apparent when looking at 
Ti(OPri)4 derived complexes at different concentrations of 4NAP.  Although these 
titrations are not conspicuously bimodal they exhibit the later saturation event at 0.1 mM 
regardless of 4NAP concentration (Figure 4.64).  The 4NAP concentration only 
influences the total change in absorbance.  In light of evidence of TiIV aggregation, the 
TiIVDMB:4NAP system is more difficult to define, especially in terms of an indicator 
on/off paradigm.  Despite stoichiometric confusion, the system does display interaction 
between TiIV and 4NAP in the presence of a chiral ligand.  Any color change upon 
addition of a secondary alcohol might not constitute a true IDA, but if such a color 
change should prove repeatable and enantioselective then the system would be useful as a 






Figure 4.63 The titration of R-TiBuDMB (0.5 mM) into 4NAP at different 
concentrations.  The Δ absorbance is plotted as its absolute value (-Δ absorbance).  , 
[4NAP] = 0.025 mM; , [4NAP] = 0.05 mM. 
 
 
Figure 4.64 The titration of R-TiBuDMB into 4NAP. The Δ absorbance is plotted as its 





Figure 4.65 Titration of racemic 1-phenylethanol into TiDMB complexes bound with 
4NAP. The Δ absorbance is plotted as its absolute value (-Δ absorbance).  , [S-
TiBuDMB] = 0.2 mM, [4NAP] = 0.05 mM; , [S-TiDMB] = 0.2 mM, [4NAP] = 0.05 
mM; , [S-TiDMB] = 0.1 mM, [4NAP] = 0.05 mM.  Deriving the TiIV complex from 
Ti(OBut)4 instead of Ti(OPri)4 ( vs ) creates a greater difference in response to 1-
phenylethanol than does changing the TiDMB:4NAP ratio ( vs. ). 
 
 
4.2.5 Displacement of the Indicator by Secondary Alcohol 
          Signal modulation of TiDMB:4NAP complexes of various stoichiometries was 
observed upon addition of very high concentrations of racemic 1-phenylethanol (Figure 
4.65).  The total TiDMB concentration was tested at 0.1 mM and 0.2 mM with a 
nominally greater response from the 0.2 mM system.  The parent titanium alkoxide 
proved to be a more important variable than concentration, with TiBuDMB:4NAP 
complexes displaying almost twice as much change in absorbance over the same 
concentration range of 1-phenylethanol.  The spectra corresponding to the titration of the 
TiBuDMB:4NAP system are shown juxtaposed with the spectrum of unbound 
4NAP(Figure 4.66).  Despite the saturation behavior of the change in absorbance in 
Figure 4.65, the 4NAP has not returned to its unbound form.  The system is not a formal 






Figure 4.66 Spectral change induced by 1-phenylethanol addition to TiIV indicator 
complex. The colored spectra and arrows detail the change in absorbance of S-TiBuDMB 
and 4NAP (2 mM and 0.05 mM, respectively) upon addition of racemic 1-phenylethanol 
(Binding isotherm seen in Figure 4.65) in toluene.  The spectrum of 4NAP at 0.05 mM in 
toluene is the black dotted line. 
 
          The system was tested for sensitivity to the chirality of 1-phenylethanol.  The 
signal modulation upon addition of 1-phenylethanol differs according to the steric bulk of 
the parent titanium alkoxide.  When Ti(OPri)4 is used, the addition of R- or S-1-
phenylethanol results in an initial increase in absorbance at 421 nm, but then followed by 
a more pronounced decrease (Figure 4.67).  The fact that this effect is not as pronounced 
in the titration of racemic 1-phenylethanol (Figure 4.65) is probably due to batch 
differences.  Repeatability is extremely difficult in dealing with highly water reactive TiIV 






Figure 4.67 Change in absorbance at 421 nm of Ti(OPri)4 derived TiDMB:4NAP (0.2 
mM:0.05 mM) upon addition of 1-phenylethanol.  The Δ absorbance is plotted as its 
absolute value (-Δ absorbance).  Filled shapes refer to S,S-DMB while empty shapes refer 
to R,R-DMB, and triangles refer to incoming S-phenylethanol while squares refer to 
incoming R-phenylethanol.  e.g. , R-phenylethanol titrated into R-TiDMB. 
 
          The Ti(OBut)4 derived systems resemble true binding isotherms superficially, but 
they never really  saturate either (Figure 4.68).  In light of the extreme reproducibility 
issues (notice the repeat titration of S-1-phenylethanol into S-TiBuDMB:4NAP in Figure 
4.68) the nearly overlapping curves of Figure 4.68 (,  and ) were regarded as 
sufficient evidence that this system was not worth pursuing any longer as an 






Figure 4.68 Change in absorbance at 421 nm of Ti(OBut)4 derived TiDMB:4NAP (0.2 
mM:0.05 mM) upon addition of 1-phenylethanol. The Δ absorbance is plotted as its 
absolute value (-Δ absorbance).  Filled shapes refer to S,S-DMB while empty shapes refer 
to R,R-DMB, and triangles refer to incoming S-phenylethanol while squares refer to 
incoming R-phenylethanol.  The red and black triangles represent repeat titrations of S-
phenylethanol into S-TiDMB. 
 
4.2.6 Conclusions: Sensitivity and Irreversibility 
          Reported above is the first attempt to use TiIV complexed with chiral diol ligands as 
a sensor for enantiomeric excess of chiral secondary alcohols.  The Sharpless catalytic 
system for enantiomeric epoxidation that inspired this work is one of the most robust and 
widely used enantioselective transformations known.  The promise of a TiIV based sensor 
for simple chiral alcohols lies in its oxophilicity, and ability to coordinate alcoholic 
monodentate ligands in such a way that the subtle steric differences of chirality are called 
into play, as seen in Sharpless catalysis.  The problem so far in developing a TiIV-based 
IDA seems rooted in the determination of an appropriate indicator. 
          The use of 4NAP as an indicator was dictated by early qualitative results which 
showed that monodentate phenolic indicators were the only class tested to display color 




millimolar quantities of alcohol.  Later experiments detailed that although color change 
was observable upon the addition of alcohol, true displacement of the phenolic indicator 
was not occurring.  Correlations between the Brønsted acidity of the incoming alcohol or 
phenol and binding strength of the resultant alkoxide or phenoxide were observed, and 
for an indicator to be displaced it will most likely need to be much less acidic than 4NAP.  
It will be difficult to find an indicator whose acidity approaches that of simple alcohols, 
however, because good indicators have extended π-systems in conjugation with the site 
of deprotonation in order to effect color change upon deprotonation.  This extended π-
system inherently lowers the energy of the deprotonated anion and hence contributes to a 
more acidic parent hydroxy group.  The conceptual difficulty of finding a truly 
displaceable indicator informed the decision to study in depth the current TiDMB:4NAP 
system, which displays a usable, but difficult to understand signal modulation upon the 
addition of 1-phenylethanol.     
          At millimolar concentrations, it is possible that the TiDMB:4NAP system is 
responding to solvent effects and not to coordination of the alcohol at the TiIV center.  If 
the role of the alcohol were really non-specific then that would explain the apparent lack 
of enantioselectivity of the system because physical properties, such as the dielectric 
constant are independent of chirality.  Yet the promise of this system remains when one 
observes the difference in response of analyte alcohols of the Ti(OPri)4 and Ti(OBut)4 
derived complexes.  The Ti(OBut)4 derived system shows nearly twice the response to 1-
phenylethanol at 421 nm and this is ostensibly due to the single methyl group that 
differentiates tert-butoxide from isopropoxide.  The appropriate chiral diol ligand might 
be able to generate a similar difference in response upon complexing different 
enantiomers of chiral alcohol.  While viable and interesting avenues of research remain in 
the use of TiIV based sensors, our desire to develop the first enantioselective sensor for 
chiral alcohols led us to pursue a different sensing approach altogether.  This approach is 




4.3 Experimental Details for Chapter 4 
4.3.1 General 
          The chemicals were obtained from Acros Organics, Aldrich, TCI America, and EM 
Science. Methylene chloride was distilled from calcium hydride and stored under argon.  
Toluene was distilled from calcium hydride and stored in the glove box.  All glassware 
including volumetric flasks, cuvettes and most syringes was oven-dried overnight at 115 
°C, then cooled under vacuum and stored in a desiccator or glove box.  Syringes that 
could not tolerate such heat exposure were dried in the oven for 1 h and then cooled 
under vacuum.   
          This project underwent two phases, the first in which tartrate ester ligands were 
used and the second in which ether diol ligands were used.  Experiments using tartrate 
esters were conducted in dichloromethane using Schlenk vacuum and argon line 
methodology in order that glassware could be partially submersed in a -20 °C ice/acetone 
bath.  When etherdiols were used as the ligands, toluene or benzene was the solvent, and 
preparatory work was confined to an N2 glove box in the presence of P2O5 atmospheric 
drying agent.  All liquids entering the glove box were triply deoxygenated by the 
freeze/pump/thaw protocol.  Titrations requiring sample manipulation outside of the 
glove box were conducted using argon balloons to maintain anhydrous atmospheres.  
Tartrate esters were all vacuum distilled and then stored under argon.  TiIValkoxides were 
vacuum distilled and then stored under argon during the tartrate ester studies.  In the case 
of the etherdiol studies, the TiIValkoxides were vacuum distilled into Schlenkware and 
then imported to the glovebox for storage.  All solids including DPM and indicators were 
dried under vacuum overnight at 110 °C and then stored either under argon or in the 
glove box.  The low-melting DMB ligands were stored in a desiccator and put under 
vacuum before being transferred to the glovebox. 
 
4.3.2 NMR experiments 
          1H NMR samples were prepared in the glove box using C6D6 that was distilled  




Samples were protected from atmospheric moisture using electrician’s tape, and 1H NMR 
spectra were gathered as soon as possible after samples left the glove box.  
 
4.3.3 UV-Visible titrations 
          A sample UV-Vis titration was conducted as follows.  The UV-Vis was blanked 
with a cuvette of neat toluene.  A cuvette was filled with 0.95 mL of a solution containing 
4NAP (0.05 mM), Ti(OPri)4 (0.1 mM) and (S)-DMB (0.1 mM) in toluene, and the 
spectrum of this solution was recorded.  A second solution containing 1-phenylethanol 
(8.29 mM, racemic) and otherwise identical to the first solution was added in aliquots to 
the cuvette and spectra were recorded between each aliquot. 
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Chapter 5. The determination of enantiomeric excess in α-chiral 
alcohols using supramolecular chemistry.  Part II.  Derivitizing chiral 
alcohols to create C2-symmetric and asymmetric ligands of greater 
binding affinity than the parent alcohols. 
  
5.1 A Derivatizaton Strategy for the Sensing of Enantiomeric Excess in Simple 
Chiral Alcohols 
           The difficulties of sensing simple alcohols were explored in the last chapter, both 
in their historical context and in the specific case of developing the Sharpless catalyst into 
an enantioselective sensor.  The chiral diol modified TiIV indicator system from Chapter 4 
was not well defined in terms of structure or signal transduction because the monodentate 
alcohol was too weak a ligand to displace the phenolic indicator.  In order to develop an 
indicator displacement assay (IDA) for the determination of ee in alcohols it was 
necessary to improve the competitiveness of simple alcohols with indicators for 
coordination sites around the metal center of an organometallic host.  For experimental 
convenience, we also desired to move away from the rigorously anhydrous experimental 
conditions that the TiIV system required.  We hypothesized that performing a simple 
derivatization of the alcohols could convert them to strong polydentate ligands for 
hydrolytically stable metal ions such as CuII and ZnII, while preserving their chiral 
information for an ee-sensitive IDA.  The ideal derivatization would require little to no 
purification, and would position the chiral centers of the former alcohol for maximal 
interaction with the chiral bias of the host.  With these parameters in mind the system in 
Scheme 5.27 was proposed. 
          The bis-ether methyl pyridine derivative (BOMP) has a pyridine core and two 
ethers positioned to create a tridentate ligand for binding the metal center of an 
organometallic host.  Pyridine is a decidedly stronger ligand than an alcohol according to 
differences between pyridine and water along the spectrochemical series.1  Therefore, the 
pyridine core is the most important part of the BOMP derivative in terms of binding 




position the chiral information contained in the arms of the BOMP around the metal 






















































Scheme 5.27 Derivatization of a secondary alcohol to create a stronger ligand.  (A) 
Converting alcohols to tridentate pyridine ligands will improve their binding affinity to 
metals, and (B) derivatization could create a ligand competitive enough to displace an 
indicator, whose chiral ether moieties would be forced to interact with the chiral arms of 
the BAMP ligand. 
 
          The ligand of the host complex must have a greater affinity for the metal than the 
BOMP ligand or the indicator in order to enforce chirality around the metal binding site 
and to avoid stripping of the metal by either the BOMP guest or the indicator.  The bis-
aminomethyl pyridine host ligand (BAMP) was chosen because it has secondary amines 
that will coordinate transition metal ions better than the BOMP ethers, and also because 
modeling studies with CuII indicate good interaction between the arms of the BOMP 
guest and the arms of the [CuII(BAMP )]2+ host (Figure 5.69).  For convenience in the 
modeling study, the BOMP guest was a methanol derivative and although it is not chiral, 
























Scheme 5.28 A chiral metal-BAMP host should preferentially bind one enantiomer of 
BOMP guest.  If the two pyridine groups in the BAMP-metal-BOMP complex are 
considered axial ligands (Figure 5.69), the secondary amine and ether oxygens inhabit an 
equatorial region which is modeled in this scheme.  
 
groups of the BOMP.   If, instead of methanol, the BOMP ligand were synthesized from  
an enantiomerically pure α-chiral alcohol, then it would be expected that a chiral BAMP-
metal host would bind preferentially to one of the enantiomers of BOMP (Scheme 5.28).  
If this preferential binding can be translated to an indicator displacement event, then an 
enantioselective IDA for BOMP, and by extension simple chiral alcohols, will result. 
Figure 5.69 Energy minimized BOMP-Cu(II)BAMP complex.  The methyl arms of the 
BOMP ligand are induced to exhibit a clockwise rotation.  Hydrogen atoms have been 





          The relationship between the ee of an α-chiral alcohol and the ee of its BOMP 
derivative could be complicated.  Each equivalent of BOMP generated from the 
ditosylate 5.1 consumes two equivalents of alcohol.  If the alcohol is α-chiral and the 
sample is not enantiopure then its reaction with 5.1 will yield three products: the (R,R)-, 
(S,S)- and (R,S)-meso-BOMP.  Three possibilities exist for the yield of meso-BOMP from 
a mixture of enantiomers of a given alcohol.  If the formation of the first ether arm has no 
effect upon the formation of the second then the yield of meso-BOMP will be statistical; 
however, if the formation of the first predisposes the second arm to react with one or the 
other enantiomer of alkoxide then the meso-BOMP will be formed in either greater than 
statistical yield (if the first ether arm promotes reaction with its enantiomer), or less than 
statistical yield (if the first ether arm promotes reaction with alkoxides of its own 
stereochemistry).  The implications of meso-BOMP formation, statistical or not, are not 
entirely clear, although it is interesting to note that meso- and homochiral BAMP are 
diastereomers and could theoretically be differentiated using an achiral sensing assay.  At 
the beginning of this study, however, it was only necessary to recognize that meso-
BOMP formation would require that ee calibration curves must always be determined 
from the derivatized α-chiral alcohol solution and cannot be approximated by 
enantiopure mixtures of (R,R)- and (S,S)-BOMP derivatives.  The first priority was to 
synthesize (R,R)- and (S,S)-BOMP and BAMP compounds to confirm the viability of our 
approach. 
 
5.2 Results and Discussion 
5.2.1 Synthesis of BAMP ligands and BOMP guests 
          The interaction between BOMP and BAMP ligands around a metal center was 
expected to be enantioselective.  From a practical standpoint BOMP and BAMP are 
convenient choices of derivatized guest and host ligand as they may both be synthesized 
from ditosylate 5.1, a compound with which our group has previous experience.B2  In 





























Scheme 5.29 Synthesis of methylbenzyl BOMP and BAMP.  The (R,R)- and (S,S)-
enantiomers of methylbenzyl BOMP and methylbenzyl BAMP were all generated.  
Reagents, conditions and yields: (i.) DMF, 0 °C, 15 min (ii.) 5.1, rt, overnight, 54 % (iii.) 
MeCN, Hünigs base, 50 °C, 2 h, 45 %. 
 
BAMP-based IDA, prototype BOMP and BAMP compounds were synthesized using 1-
phenylethanol 5.2 and 1-phenylethylamine 5.4 respectively (Scheme 5.29).   
           (R,R)- and (S,S)-methylbenzyl BOMP were synthesized by first abstracting the 
hydroxide proton of alcohol 5.2 with sodium hydride followed by addition of ditosylate 
5.1.  The optimization of the BOMP synthesis is necessary in order to develop a practical 
method for the determination of ee in α-chiral alcohols via BOMP derivatization; 
therefore it was gratifying that the methylbenzyl BOMP 5.3 could be purified by 
filteration through silica gel (see Experimental section). The BAMP enantiomers, (R)- 
and (S)-5.5 were also prepared by nucleophilic substitution of 5.1, in this case with amine 
5.4.  The next step in our study was to screen metals for binding to 5.5 to form the 







Figure 5.70 Absorbance spectra as CuII triflate is added to (S,S)-5.5.  CuII(OTf)2 was 
added to (S,S)-5.5 (0.25 mM) in 1:1 water:methanol with HEPES buffer (50 mM) at pH 
7.  Absorbance increases in the UV-region correspond to changes in 5.5 absorbance upon 
chelation to CuII while the d-d transition of CuII in the visible region (inset) is also 
effected by the chelation event. 
 
5.2.2 BAMP-ligand to metal binding studies using UV-Vis. 
          Metal binding to (S,S)-5.5 was assessed by UV-Vis titration.  5.5 absorbs in the UV 
region (λmax = 259 nm) and this absorbance band is perturbed when 5.5 chelates to a 
metal.  The exact nature and degree of the perturbation seems to vary with the metal used, 
but in all cases an inflection point was observed at a metal concentration equal to the 
concentration of 5.5 (i.e. 1 equivalent).  This method is demonstrated by the titration with 
CuII, an ion that is known to exhibit strong binding to BAMP-type ligands, and whose d-d 
transitions are correlated to the coordination state of the metal ion.  Upon addition of CuII 
triflate to an aqueous solution of (S,S)-5.5, the 5.5 absorption peak in the UV undergoes a 
rapid increase in intensity, and a corresponding increase in the CuII d-d absorbance at 670 
nm is observable as well (Figure 5.70).  For both peaks, the change in absorption as a 
function of CuII concentration inflects at a [CuII] equal to the concentration of (S,S)-5.5 




metal is added, presumably due to the ligand to metal charge transfer of the incoming salt 
but the inflection point is quite apparent nevertheless. A series of metal salts was 
surveyed in this manner (Table 5.12).  The addition of ZnII and CdII to the (S,S)-5.5 
solution also modulated the ligand absorbance and exhibited inflection points similar to 
those observed in the case of CuII; however, the spectroscopic change was substantially 
smaller.  No d-d transitions were observed for ZnII and CdII. Having identified a set of 
metals that bind 5.5, the next step was to identify which of the 5.5-metal complexes 




Figure 5.71 The change in absorbance of Figure 5.70 at 317 nm and 670 nm as a 
function of CuII triflate concentration.  The change in absorbance of the ligand (, 317 
nm) exhibits an inflection point around the concentration of (S,S)-5.5 (0.25 mM). The 
same inflection point is seen in the increase of the incoming peak corresponding to the d-
d transition of the CuII ion (, 670 nm).  The change in absorbance of the d-d transition 









Metal salts Cu(OTf)2 CuCl2 Zn(OTf)2 Cd(OAc)2 Co(NO3)2 CoCl2 Ni(NO3)2 
Binding 
observed? yes yes yes yes no no no 
Table 5.12 Metals screened for binding to 5.5.  CuII, ZnII and CdII all modulated the 5.5 























Figure 5.72 Pyrocatechol Violet, Chrome Azurol S and 4-(4-nitrophenylazo)phenol.  
These indicators were tested for binding to metal-5.5 complexes.  
 
  
Figure 5.73 Spectra of 5.6 and 5.7 as CuII-5.5 is added.  (R,R)-CuII-5.5 was added to 5.6 
(52 µM, spectra on left) and 5.7 (52 µM, spectra on right) in a 1:1 water:methanol 
solution in the presence on 50 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.0. 
 
5.2.3 Finding an indicator 
The Anslyn group is well versed in CuII-based IDAs, and they have found a number of 
systems in which pyrocatechol violet 5.6 and chrome azurol S 5.7 have proven to be good 




indicators that were studied for binding to the currentBAMP-metal system.  4-(4-
nitrophenylazo)phenol 5.8 was also tested in hopes that the monodentate indicator would 
prove especially easy to displace, but 5.8 exhibited no binding to CuII-5.5.  The 1:1 CuII-
5.5 complex was generated in situ and titrated into solutions of 5.6 and 5.7 (Figure 5.73).  
Both (S,S)-5.5 and (R,R)-5.5 were tested for binding to the indicators (52 µM) in aqueous 
solution (1:1 water:methanol with 50 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7), and the titration data 
for the enantiomers were nearly identical (Figure 5.74) as is expected when dealing with 
achiral species like 5.6 and 5.7.  The good agreement between the (S,S)-5.5 and (R,R)-5.5 
systems was relieving in light of the difficulties with repeatability and enantiomeric 
consistency experienced in our earlier endeavor to create an IDA for chiral alcohols using 
a Ti(IV)-based modified Sharpless catalyst (see Chapter 4).  
 
  
Figure 5.74 Isotherms of CuII-5.5 binding to 5.6 and 5.7.   The changes in absorbance 
of the spectra shown in Figure 5.73 are plotted against the concentration of added CuII-
5.5.  The decreasing indicator peak was chosen for the isotherm because the incoming 
CuII species exhibits a small d-d absorbance near the bound indicator absorbance.  
Therefore, Δ absorbance is plotted as its absolute value (-Δ absorbance).  5.6 (442 nm), 
on left with blue binding isotherm; 5.7 (424 nm), on right with red binding isotherm; , 





Figure 5.75 ZnII-5.5 and CdII-5.5 into 5.6.  The change in absorbance of 5.6 (50 µM) is 
plotted again the concentration of metal-5.5 complex. The Δ absorbance is plotted as its 








Cu2+ 7 50 1.46 ± 0.15  104 
Cu2+ 8 10 5.59 ± 1.43  104 
Zn2+ 7 20 4.00 ± 0.20  103 
Zn2+ 8 10 1.60 ± 0.22  104 
Cd2+ 7 10 1.20 ± 0.40  103 
Cd2+ 8 10 9.90 ± 1.00  103 
Table 5.13 Ka’s for metal-5.5 binding to 5.6.  All titrations were carried out in 1:1 
water:methanol.  The HEPES concentration was higher in early titrations as a precaution 
but 10 mM was eventually determined to be sufficient.  All three metal complexes exhibit 
stronger binding at higher pH. 
 
          The titrations of CuII-5.5 into 5.6 and 5.7 were fit to a 1:1 binding isotherm using 
Origin (Figure 5.74) to give association constants (Ka) of (1.46 ± 0.10)  104 M-1 and 
(1.19 ± 0.89)  104 M-1 respectively.  5.6 was chosen as the indicator for future studies 
because precipitate was observed in the CuII-5.5-5.7 solutions.  Therefore, only the 
binding of 5.6 to ZnII-5.5 and CdII-5.5 was assessed (Figure 5.75).  The zinc and 
cadmium BAMP complexes bind 5.6 at pH 7.0 with affinity constants of an order of 




(4.00 ± 0.20)  103 M-1; to CdII-5.5 = (1.20 ± 0.40)  103 M-1).  5.5 complexes with 
CuII, ZnII and CdII were also titrated into 5.6 at pH 8.0.  The more basic medium was 
found to greatly enhance indicator binding (Table 5.13) presumably by assisting the 
necessary deprotonation of 5.6 to form the catecholate anion that is the actual species 
binding the metal center.  Having established that 5.6 does bind to the metal center of 
metal-5.5 complexes, the next step was to study the proposed displacement of the 
indicator by the BOMP-type α-chiral alcohol derivative 5.3. 
 
5.2.4 Attempts at indicator displacement 
          Attempts to displace 5.6 from any of the metal-5.5 complexes using 5.3 were 
unsuccessful.  (S,S)-5.3 was titrated into multiple metal-5.5-5.6 solutions (Table 5.14) 
and absolutely no modulation of the 5.6 signal was observed, the only absorbance change 
being the rising peak of the added BOMP compound (Figure 5.76). 
 





CuCl2 50 50 50 7 
CuCl2 100 50 50 7 
Zn(OTf)2 100 50 10 8 
Cd(OAc)2 100 50 10 8 







Figure 5.76 A sample titration showing no modulation of 5.6 absorbance as 5.3 is 
added.  The incoming peak at 250 nm is due to 5.3.  The system is (S,S)-ZnII-5.5 (100 
µM) with 5.6 (50 µM) in 1:1 water:methanol with 10 mM HEPES buffer at pH 8.0.  After 
the final aliquot was added the total [5.3] = 194 µM.   
 
5.3 A Phenanthroline-based Alcohol Derivative 
          While the anticipated binding affinity of the BOMP-type α-chiral alcohol 
derivative fell short of expectations, the idea of derivatizing an α-chiral alcohol for use in 
an IDA was still viable.  The key was to find a derivative with sufficient chelating power 
to displace 5.6 from a BAMP bound metal center, and which can still position its chiral 
center to interact with the chiral BAMP arms, as calculations indicated in the case of 
BOMP (Figure 5.69).  As before, if a sensing protocol involving a derivatization step is to 
be viable, then that step must be trivial, with minimal workup and purification.  We 
therefore designed an alcohol derivative having a phenanthroline moiety, as this strongly 
















































Scheme 5.30 Derivatization of a secondary alcohol to form a strongly chelating 
phenanthroline ether that is capable of displacing an indicator. 
 
5.3.2 A more strongly chelating secondary alcohol derivative 
          The poor binding affinity of the BOMP alcohol derivative required the design of a 
new derivatization process.  A phenanthroline bearing an electrophilic center was chosen 
(Scheme 5.30) because of the well established chelating strength of phenanthroline, and 
because the chiral ether arm would be positioned near the chiral amino arms of the 
BAMP ligand upon binding.  Besides better metal affinities, a second benefit of this 
system is the presence of a single tosylate on the derivatizing agent 5.9.  Adding only one 
ether arm doubles the theoretical yield of the derivative with respect to α-chiral alcohol 
and negates the possibility of forming meso species like those discussed for the BOMP 
derivative.  The downside to having only one ether arm is that the enantiospecific steric 
interactions between the BAMP ligand and the phenanthroline derivative will decrease, 
and therefore the difference in energy upon binding the phenanthroline ether enantiomers 















9 % total yield






Scheme 5.31 Synthesis of phenanthroline-containing derivative 5.13.  Reagents 
conditions and yields: (i.) SeO2, 4% H2O/1,4-dioxane, 80 °C, 3 h (ii.) NaBH4, EtOH, 85 
°C, 3 h (iii.) TsCl, DCM, TEA, 0 °C, 2 h, 42 % (iv.) NaH, DMF, 0 °C, 10 min then 5.9, 
23 °C, 2.5 h. 
 
5.3.2 Synthesis of the phenanthroline alcohol derivative 
          The synthesis of the derivatizing agent 5.9 and subsequent methylbenzyl ether 5.13 
begins with neocuproine 5.10, which is oxidized to the aldehyde 5.11 by selenium 
dioxide (Scheme 5.31).  The crude 5.11 is submitted to reducing conditions without 
purification to yield 5.12.  Formation of 5.11 also produces the undesired dialdehyde (not 
shown) double oxidation product.  In order to minimize the production of dialdehyde, 
5.10 was used in excess and was recovered by silica chromatography after the reduction 
of 5.11.   
          The tosylation of 5.12 to form 5.9 must be kept judiciously at 0 °C and worked up 
as soon as 5.12 is consumed because the tosyl group of 5.9 is displaced by chloride over 
time (as observed by mass spectrometry).  Keeping the reaction at 0 °C minimizes the 
solubility of the triethylammonium chloride byproduct to both inhibit the chloride side 
reaction and to drive the initial tosylation to completion. 
          Disappointingly, the reaction of 1-phenylethanol 5.2 with 5.9 produced the desired 
alcohol derivative 5.13 in only 7% yield.  Purification was also difficult, requiring a 




derivatization approach was not the most promising for the development of an IDA for 
the determination of ee in α-chiral alcohols.   
 
5.4 Conclusion 
          This chapter has recounted efforts made in the Anslyn group to develop a system 
for the quantitative determination of ee in α-chiral alcohols via the derivatization of the 
alcohols to effect more potent metal ligands for use in IDAs.  Our pursuit of a 
derivatization approach was an attempt to overcome the basic difficulty of sensing simple 
alcohols using organometallic-supramolecular systems: the coordination of a single 
hydroxyl group is too weak to drive most host-guest interactions in the solvent system of 
choice.  By derivatizing the alcohol to create an ether proximal to strong metal-
coordinating functional groups, we hoped to form a guest molecule with enough binding 
affinity to displace an indicator from the metal center of a chiral host.  After effecting the 
transformation of the α-chiral alcohol into a guest capable of displacing an indicator, we 
intended to explore modular replacement of the chiral ligand used to form the chiral host 
complex, in order to optimize the system’s enantioselectivity.  Unfortunately, a suitable 
derivative was not found. 
          The incorporation of a derivatization step into a sensing protocol is only valid if the 
reaction in question is trivial to perform.  This means simple reaction setups (stirring at 
room temperature is ideal), with near quantitative yields and no purification steps beyond 
filtration of the reaction mixture.  The first derivatization we attempted, the formation of 
BOMP-type diethers, showed promise especially in the ease with which it could be 
purified by simple filtration through silica gel to afford the desired product in high purity.  
The BOMP-derivative, however, performed poorly in indicator displacement studies.  
The second approach attempted, the formation of phenanthroline-based monoethers, 
failed in the derivatization step because its yield was poor and the product was difficult to 
purify.  Due to the unpalatable nature of requiring a derivatization of any kind in a 




search for a more direct method to sense ee in α-chiral alcohols using supramolecular 
chemistry. 
5.5 Experimental Details for Chapter 5 
5.5.1 General 
          Reactions were run under an atmosphere of argon unless otherwise indicated.  
Glassware was flame dried and let cool under vacuum.  The chemicals were obtained 
from Acros Organics, Aldrich, TCI America, and EM Science and were used without 
further purification unless otherwise noted. Methylene chloride and triethylamine were 
distilled from calcium hydride. All water used in analytical experiments was distilled, 
deionized and filtered. A Varian Gemini 400 MHz NMR was used to obtain 1H and 13C 
spectra.  The chemical shifts were referenced relative to TMS, used as an internal 
standard unless otherwise noted.  A MicroMass AutoSpec-Ultima spectrometer was used 
to obtain high-resolution mass spectra.  The UV-visible absorption measurements were 
recorded on a Beckman DU640 spectrometer.  All products were dried for at least 6 hours 
prior to spectral analysis. 
 
5.5.2 Synthesis 
Pyridine-2,6-diylbis(methylene)bis(toluenesulphonate) (5.1):  p-toluenesulfonyl 
chloride (82.486 g, 432.7 mmol) was dissolved in dichloromethane (125 mL) and stirred 
at 0 °C for 0.5 h with a mechanical stirrer.  A slurry of 2,6-pyridine dimethanol (20.068 
g, 144.2 mmol) in triethylamine (60 mL) was dripped into the reaction from an addition 
funnel.  The slurry required manipulation with a spatula to completely transfer from the 
funnel. After 2 h the reaction mixture was diluted with water (200 mL) and the organic 
phase was removed.  The aqueous phase was extracted with dichloromethane (2 x 100 
mL).  The organic fractions were combined, washed with brine (100 mL) and then dried 
over anhydrous sodium sulfate.  The solution was concentrated in vacuo to yield a light 
brown powder.  The crude mixture was purified by sequential recrystallization from 




1H NMR (CDCl3): 7.80 (d of t, 4H), 7.69 (t, 1H), 7.33 (d, 6H), 5.05 (s, 4H), 2.44 (s, 6H).  
13C NMR (CDCl3): 153.6, 145.1. 137.9, 132.8, 129.9, 128.07, 121.4, 71.3, 21.7.  HRMS 
(CI+) C21 H22 N O6 S2 m/z: 448.0882; calcd: 448.0889. 
 
(S)- and (R)-2,6-Bis-(1-phenyl-ethoxymethyl)-pyridine (5.3): To dry 
dimethylformamide (5 mL) was added 1-phenylethanol (264 µL, 2.2 mmol) and the 
solution was put in a 0 °C ice/water bath.  A 60% dispersion of NaH in mineral oil (98 
mg, 3.83 mmol) was added and the suspension was let stir for 0.25 h after which 5.1 (448 
mg, 1 mmol) was added and the solution warmed to rt.  After stirring overnight the 
solution was diluted with dichloromethane (100 mL).  The organic phase was washed 
with water (3 x 100 mL), brine (1 x 100 mL) and dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate.  
The solution was concentrated in vacuo.  The crude mixture was purified by silica gel 
column chromatography (solvent ramping from hexanes to ethyl acetate) to yield the 
desired product in 54% yield (151.7 mg, 0.44 mmol).  Rf = 0.83 in 1:1 hexanes:ethyl 
acetate. 1H NMR (CDCl3): 7.72 (t, 1H), 7.41 (d, 2H), 7.37 (m, 8H), 7.29 (t, 2H), 4.58 (q, 
2H), 4.50 (q, 4H), 1.55 (d, 6H).  13C NMR (CDCl3): 158.5, 143.6, 137.4, 128.7, 127.8, 
126.5, 119.9, 78.4, 71.6, 24.2.  HRMS (CI+) C23 H26 N O2 m/z: 348.1963; calcd: 
348.1964.      
 
(S)- and (R)-N,N'-(pyridine-2,6-diylbis(methylene))bis(1-phenylethanamine) (5.5): 
To acetonitrile (5 mL) that had been stored over 4Å molecular sieves was added 
diisopropylethylamine (900 µL, 5.2 mmol) and methylbenzylamine (380 µL, 3 mmol).  
The solution was heated to 50 °C.  Ditosylate 5.1 (450 mg, 1 mmol) was dissolved in 
dichloromethane (1.5 mL) and added dropwise via syringe to the stirring acetonitrile 
solution over 0.5 h.  The reaction was let stir at 50 °C for 1 h after which it was cooled to 
rt.  The reaction mixture was then poured into 1M NaOH (50 mL) and extracted with 
dichloromethane (4 x 20 mL).  The organic phase was washed with brine (1 x 100 mL) 
and dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate.  The solution was concentrated in vacuo to a 
thin brown oil which was stored under nitrogen.  The reaction was not left under high 




purified by silica gel column chromatography (solvent ramping from dichloromethane to 
10% ammonia saturated methanol in dichloromethane) to yield the desired product as an 
oil in 45% yield (155.6 mg, 0.45 mmol). 1H NMR (CDCl3): 7.52 (t, 1H), 7.38 (d of t, 
4H), 7.33 (t of d, 4H), 7.25 (t of t, 2H), 7.05 (d, 2H), 3.88 (q, 2H), 3.76 (s, 4H), 1.45 (d, 
6H).  13C NMR (CDCl3): 158.5, 144.7, 136.8, 128.5, 127.1, 126.9, 120.5, 58.0, 52.6, 
24.1.  HRMS (CI+) C23 H28 N3 m/z: 346.2286; calcd: 346.2283. 
 
9-Methyl-[1,10]phenanthroline-2-carbaldehyde (5.11): Neocuproine (1g, 4.8 mmol) 
was suspended in a water (1 mL) and dioxane (25 mL) mixture at 80 °C and treated with 
SeO2 (0.266 g, 2.4 mmol).  The reaction quickly turned dark brown.  The reaction 
mixture was let stir for 2 h at 80 °C before it was filtered through Celite while still hot. 
The celite was rinsed with a minimum amount of dichloromethane.  The reaction filtrate 
and rinse fraction were combined and concentrated in vacuo to yield a flaky red solid that 
was used in the next step of the reaction sequence without further purification. 
 
(9-Methyl-[1,10]phenanthrolin-2-yl)-methanol (5.12): Unpurified 5.11 (544.8 mg, 2.45 
mmol based on pure compound) was dissolved in ethanol (30 mL) and treated with 
sodium borohydride (115.9 mg, 3.06 mmol).  The solution was heated to 85 °C for 3 h 
and then let cool to rt.  The reaction was quenched with water (50 mL) and then extracted 
with dichloromethane (2 x 50 mL, 1 x 25 mL).  The organic fractions were separated, 
washed with water (4 x 50 mL), brine (1 x 50 mL) and dried over anhydrous sodium 
sulfate.  The solution was concentrated in vacuo to a red oil which became a fluffy solid 
after some time under high vacuum. The crude mixture was purified by silica gel column 
chromatography (solvent ramping from dichloromethane to 10% methanol in 
dichloromethane) to yield the desired product in 15% yield with respect to SeO2 used in 
the oxidation of neocuproine (78.9 mg, 0.36 mmol).  ~26% of the neocuproine starting 
material was also recovered at this point (262.2 mg, 1.26 mmol).  5.12 analytical data: 1H 
NMR (CDCl3): 8.13 (d, 1H), 8.07 (d, 1H), 7.66 (s, 2H), 7.43 (d, 1H), 5.13 (s, 2H), 2.86 




126.1, 125.7, 123.9, 120.6, 65.8, 25.9. HRMS (CI+) C14 H13 N2 O m/z: 225.1030; calcd: 
225.1028. 
 
(9-methyl-1,10-phenanthrolin-2-yl)methyl 4-methylbenzenesulfonate (5.9): The 
alcohol 5.12 (78.9 mg, 0.35 mmol) was dissolved in dichloromethane (2 mL), treated 
with triethylamine (0.2 mL, 1.4 mmol) and stirred at 0 °C for 0.25 h.  Tosyl chloride (134 
mg, 0.704 mmol) was added and the reaction mixture was removed from the ice bath and 
let stir for 1.75 h.  The reaction mixture was passed through a silica plug, which was 
rinsed with 5% methanol in dichloromethane.  The solution was then washed with water 
(2 x 100 mL) and brine (1 x 100 mL), and then dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate.  The 
solution was concentrated in vacuo. The crude mixture was purified by silica gel column 
chromatography (solvent ramping from dichloromethane to 10% methanol in 
dichloromethane) to yield the desired product in 42% yield (56.2 mg, 0.149 mmol). 1H 
NMR (CDCl3): 8.25 (d, 1H), 8.11 (d, 1H), 7.86 (d, 2H), 7.81 (d, 1H), 7.72 (d, 2H), 7.48 
(d, 1H), 7.32 (d, 2H), 5.52 (s, 2H), 2.88 (s, 3H), 2.41 (s, 3H).  13C NMR (CDCl3): 159.7, 
154.4, 145.14, 145.09, 144.9, 137.2, 136.4, 132.4, 129.9, 128.3, 128.2, 127.0, 126.8, 
125.3, 123.9, 120.6, 72.6, 25.9, 21.6.  HRMS (CI+) C21 H19 N2 O3 S m/z: 379.1121; calcd: 
379.1116.  
 
(S)- and (R)-(9-methyl-1,10-phenanthrolin-2-yl)methyl-methylbenzylether (5.13): To 
a flask at 0 °C was added 1-phenylethanol (0.1 mL, 0.83 mmol), dry dimethyl formamide 
(2 mL) and then a 60% dispersion of NaH in mineral oil (33 mg, 0.83 mmol) and the 
suspension stirred for 10 min.  5.9 (137.4 mg, 0.364 mmol) was dissolved in 
dichloromethane (0.7 mL) and added to the dimethylformamide solution via syringe.  The 
reaction was removed from the ice bath and let stir at rt for 2 h.  The reaction mixture was 
quenched with water (50 mL) and extracted with dichloromethane (3 x 25 mL).  The 
organic layers were combined and washed with water (2 x 50 mL) and brine (1 x 50 mL), 
and then dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate.  The solution was concentrated in vacuo. 
The crude mixture was purified by silica gel column chromatography (very slow solvent 




product in 7% yield (8.8 mg, 0.149 mmol). 1H NMR (CDCl3): 8.25 (d, 1H), 8.12 (d, 1H), 
7.93 (d, 1H), 7.73 (d, 2H), 7.49 (d, 1H), 7.43 (d, 2H), 7.36 (t, 2H), 7.29 (t of t, H), 4.97 (s, 
2H), 4.68 (q, 1H), 2.91 (s, 3H), 1.60 (d, 3H).  13C NMR (CDCl3): 160.1, 159.4, 145.4, 
145.0, 143.5, 136.7, 136.3, 128.5, 127.9, 127.6, 126.9, 126.4, 125.9, 125.6, 123.6, 120.6, 
78.4, 72.3, 25.9, 23.9.  HRMS (CI+) C22 H21 N2 O m/z: 329.1654; calcd: 329.1654.   
    
5.5.3 UV-Vis titrations 
           A sample UV-Vis titration was conducted as follows.  The UV-Vis was blanked 
with air.  A cuvette was filled with 0.95 mL of a solution containing Pyrocatechol Violet 
(5.6) (0.052 mM) in a 1:1 water:methanol solvent buffered with HEPES (50 mM; pH 
7.0), and the spectrum of this solution was recorded.  A second solution of CuII(OTf)2 (1 
mM), 5.5 (1 mM) and Pyrocatechol Violet (5.6) (0.052 mM) in a 1:1 water:methanol 
solvent buffered with HEPES (50 mM; pH 7.0) was added in aliquots to the cuvette and 
spectra were recorded between each aliquot. 
          The only exception to the above protocol was the titration of metal salt into 5.5.  
The metal salts in this case were dissolved at relatively high concentration (~ 10 mM) in 
water and added directly to 5.5 (0.25 mM) in a 1:1 water:methanol solvent buffered with 
HEPES (50 mM; pH 7.0).  The high concentration of the metal solution insured minimal 
dilution of the 5.5 solution over the course of the titration. 
 
5.5.4 Computation 
           The optimization of the structure shown in Figure 5.69 was performed using the 
Gaussian 03 program at the unrestricted DFT (B3LYP functional) level of theory.3 
 
Route Section: # opt ub3lyp geom=connectivity gen pseudo=read iop(6/7=3) gfinput 
Charge =  2 Multiplicity = 2 
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